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Mrs. William H. Hoek
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recommendationfor
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the

city attorney to prepare an or
dinance amendment to allow the

Name Van Beveren
New Police Chief

Zeeland
Mrs. William H.

(Agnes) Hoek, 88, died at the
Parkview Home in Zeeland
early Tuesday.
She was a charter member of
Trinity Reformed Church, and
was honorary chaplainof the
American Legion Auxiliary.Her
husband died March 18, 1965.
They had been married 68

City Council Wednesday night
approved the low bid of Harris
Surviving are four children, Trust and Savings Bank of Chiat certain intersections
Mrs. Josias (Wilma) Eernisse cago in the sale of $3 million
“right turn only” or “left turn
of Muskegon, Earl Hoek of Alta- Holland City Hospital Bonds to
only” was adopted by City dena, Calif., George Hoek of finance a new addition to the
Detroit, Donald L. Hoek of Hol- local hospital.
Council Wednesday night.
The Chicago bid, lowest of
There was some discussion land; six grandchildren; two

city

manager

1966

Coopersville

to designate lanes years.

Takes Over

Man Fined

Junked Car

For Cruelty to

Ordinance

ick of 17963 88th Ave., Coopers-

Animals

COOPERSVILLE— Roger

Cus-

His Post

paid $60 and receiveda
suspended
30-day jail sentence
Is
great-grandchildren.
after pleadingguilty in Judge
seven
presented,
calls
for
a
toamong Council members on the
tal net interest of $2,040,028.33
A new ordinance governing Frank Schmidt’s justice court
effectivenessof such rules.
which over the 27-year span
Friday to charges of cruelty to
dismantled or inoperable motor
Councilman John Van Eerden
Frank Chervet
lists an average interest rate
animals and failure to remove
vehicles on private premises in dead animals.
felt that southbound trafficon
of 3 79011 per cent. Several
Chief Jacob Van Hoff
associates
are
listed
in
the
HarHolland
was
passed
by
City
Ottawa
sheriff's
deputies
said
River Ave. at the Pine Ave
Will be Consultant
Phil Wiechman, pro at the
for
ris Trust bid.
five head of cattle were found
junction at Windmill Park
American
Legion
Memorial Council Wednesday night.
For Next Two Years
Council’s unanimous vote folmight be allowed to proceed
Park golf course for the past The term “inoperablemotor dead in a barn at Cusick’s
lowed a recommendationby
farm.
A
Coopersville
veterinarsouth from the right lane inCity Manager Herb Holt tofour years, announced today he vehicle” is defined as any
James Pollock,financial conian said the animals died of day announced the appointment
stead of turning, but others
is resigning the post and Charmotor vehicle which by reason exposure and lack of food.
A gift of $100 from John De sultant in the hospitalbond sale.
pointed out that such procedure
les Knowles will succeed him
of Leslie Van Beveren of HoiPollock said copies of the bond In
of
dismantling,disrepair, or
Cusick’s jail sentence
as chief o( p0iice, effective
could hold up a long line pre- Wilde of Holland to buy a white
as head pro.
prospectus had been made availpared to turn right on the
other cause is incapable of being suspended on condition he A -j 4
Wiechman
said
he
has
acceptswan or swans for Windmill able to 55 cities in 27 states
WILLIAMS, Ariz.
Frank
......up
- his
u:“ barn in seven v
cleans
arrow signal.
propelled under its own power.
Van Beveren. 35, who has
Island
was
accepted
by
City and that a number had prepared Cherven, 71, of 635 Midway, ed a post as pro at the Cape
days.
Morris Peerbolt felt that
been with the local department
their own condensed versions Holland, Mich., was fatally in- Fear Country Club in Wilming- According to the ordinance,
many such turn lanes are in- Council Wednesdaynight.
about three years, will succeed
for distributions.
jured in a two-car crash in ton. N C. The 600-member club such vehicles must be removed
adequately signed and felt there
City Manager Herb Holt said
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff,
He said today’s bond market Williams Wednesday,and his is the home of the Azalea Open. within 10 days after receiving
should be more overhead signs a pair of swans costs approxiThe tourney is slated thus year notice from an enforcing offiwho will mark his 39th year with
is bad for sellers, but he felt the wife was seriously injured.
• «<*
mately $150 and the subject country is in a period which will
at such lanes.
cer This does not apply to any
Cherven,who served as manCouncil also adopted another would be consideredcarefully
see still higher interest rates
vehicle parked or stored within
ager of the Holland License
Traffic and Safety Commission by the Windmill Island commitJohn Van Dyke, president of
wholly enclosed garage or
Bureau from Jan 1, 1955, to
recommendation calling for the tee before action is taken.
ville,

Passed

On April

4

Council Gets

Sum

Swan

Local

At Windmill

Man

Fatally

Hurt

Arizona

was

-

Pack

3049

j

|

Has Banquet

city attorney to prepare an
opinion on limitations

on

de-

the Hospital Board, told Council
July 17, 1961, died later in
that the board is prepared to
would be a natural since the go ahead with the building pro- hospital in Williams. Mrs. Chername of the windmill is De gram. “We have all the faith in ven. who received a leg fracZwaan or “The Swan.” Plans the world in Mr. Pollock and ture and other injuries, is
patient there
also call for a wildlife sanctuary his judgment,” he said.
The Chervens were spending
the 150-acre development.
Clarence Becker, another
Holt said swans on the large member of the Hospital Board, the winter in a trailer in Las

Swans at Windmill Island

signatingcertain streets as
truck routes ad subsequent enforcement thereof.
Council approved a city manager's recommendation to hire
the services of Dwight D. pond to the right as one apFerris, certifiedpublic accoun- >roaches Windmill Island would
tant. to perform the post audit
the logical place but he
for the fiscal period ending pointed to the need of some
June 30, 1966. at a cost of $5,- protective shelter for swans.
335

A

from the law firm of
Fallon, Weathers and
Richardson, attorneys for the
Charles R. Sligh Co., concerning a question of boundary lines
between Kollen Park and the
letter

Law.

Sligh property

said the city’s decision to vote Vegas. New, and were believed
general obligationbonds for the to be making a side trip to the
hospital project instead of issu- Grand Canyon or other attracing revenue bonds helped keep tions in the southwest. Williams

He said swans are hardy and
can survive in a natural habitat but if the pond freezes,
swans could be at the mercy
of dogs. Moreover, he said
swans are not friendlyand have
been known to attack small

was

interestrates down. He pointed is located on route 66, west of
to a news item in Wednesday’s Flagstaff.
publication quoting a 5.85 per
The Chervens were married
cent interest rate for a city three years ago. Mrs. Cherven
with a AA rating,
is the former Ethel Hoffman.
Charles Moon of Detroit, rep- The couple had been spending
resenting the law firm of Dick- winters in a trailer in Las

inson, Wright, McKean and Vegas, leaving Holland

in

referred to children and consequently should
Cudlip, said Holland city in vot- November and returning in
the city manager.
be kept in isolated areas.
ing general obligation bonds, April.
Council acknowledgedwith
Because of the desired isola- had providedthe city with the
Cherven retired as license
thanks the following gifts for tion, Holt said the larger pond cheapest way of obtaining funds
bureau manager in 1961 at the
Holland Hospital:
mattress near the entrance was preferfor the building program. He
valued at $40 from Holland able to the small pond near the said Oakland county only the age of 67.
Wire Products, Inc., and 23 windmill, the home of several day before had sold county gen- Cherven who formerlywas in
the lumber business in Holland
subscriptionsto the Holland duck families.
eral obligationbonds at 3.92 and

a

Evening Sentinel valued at
$538.20 from merchants and
Holland
business places in the city.
A letter from Park township

board requesting $3,000 from
the city for further improvements and operation of Park
Township Airport was referred
to the city for budget study
The city 'last year earmarkec
$1,800 plus approximately $1,300

3.95

approved a change order to
the contract of the Norder Excil

cavating Co. in connection with
the southeast sewer at a cost
of $453.25 additionalto the con
tr-^t.

cent.

“The

Harris
Trust bid of 3.79 per cent is a Ottawa County sheriff on sevInjured
favorable rate,” he said. eral occasions in the 1940s and
When Two Cars Collide very
Interestrates in the other 1950s.
Surviving are the wife; a son,
Mary Lou Schurman, 20. of bids ranged from 3.82 per cent
Kenneth P. Cherven of Woodto
3.90
per
cent.
889 Lincoln Ave. was treated
stock, N.J.; several stepchildren
at Holland Hospital for a lacerand grandchildren; two sisters,
ation of the left leg and bruis- Police Cite Driver
Mrs. John Vande Wege of Holes of the head and released folRonald D. Lemmen, 27, of land and Mrs. Julia Eigelsbach
lowing a two-car accidenton
route 2 was cited by Holland of Chicago, and a brother, Jack
River Ave. at 18th St. at 2:10
police for failing to yield the Cherven of Chicago.
p.m. Wednesday.

Woman

toward a drain.
A petition requestingwater Holland police said the car
services in Locust St. from
she was driving collided with
South Shore Dr. north to the
a car driven by Bruce A. Driesend was referredto the city
enga. 20. of 349 Maple Ave.
manager
Driesenga received a tidket

On recommendationof the
Board of Public Works, Coun

per

was Democratic candidate for

right of

way

after the car he

was driving collided with

a truck

driven by Glen Vereeke,31, of

266 West 23rd St. at Lincoln

for failingto yield the right of Ave. and Ninth St. at 1:31 p.m.

Charge Youth

With Assault

Wednesday.

way.

Billy Pate, 18, of 301 West
21st St. pleaded innocent at his

Wide Range

Subjects
Occupies City Council
of

arraignmentin MunicipalCourt

Wednesday on charges of
saulting an officer.
Pate’s trial was set for
1. Bond was set at $200.

as-

other wholly enclosed structure.

The annual Blue and Gold
ordinance also covers potluck dinner for Pack 3049
cases of cars left on private
was held at Waukazoo School

The

property without the consent of

the owner, such as tenants leav- Friday evening with 150 par-

ing a dismantledcar on land- ents, cubs and invited guests
lord's property. In such cases, | alten(jjng
the premise owner or lessee Cubmaster Robert Serne was

may

notify the enforcing officer

master of ceremonies and

in-

in writing that such a vehicle
troduced Howard Bouwman who
is on said premises without
gave the invocation
consent and may authorize the
Mrs. Pat Seme’s Den 3 was
officer to remove the vehicle.
in charge of the opening can-

and flag ceremony. The
cubmaster presented den mothers with a gift from the pack
in appreciation for their help.

dlelight

Boy Scout Circus

Heads Appointed

Den mothers are Den 1, Mrs.
meeting of the Chip- Nelvia Bouwman; Den 2, Mrs.
pewa District Scout Circus ex- Delphine Sanger; Den 3, Mrs.
Leslie Van Beveren
ecutive committee was held kerne; Den 4, Mrs. Grace RingTuesday evening in the eduand Den 5) Mrs Helen the local police department on
cational building of the First Streur.
April 4
Methodist Church. General Awards were presented to
^ retained as a conchairman, Hugh S. Rowell pre- cubs by Wayne Rozema. They sultant with the department forThe

first

1

sided.
......

!

included Wolf badge and arrows

This year's circus, which
,

the

will
is

n~hniirB u/iTt to

/

I

planned to last
approach ^nd

1

1

2 hours,

wdl felr7re

Sffar,'

Joey

tw0 years- Van Hoff has served
Doorneweerd. Tom as P°l*ce c^,e^ ^ere more t'ian
Streur and Kelly 25 years.
l

^

HaVen

“

ctf

Wchard

W KttSTS
rzBsszxB “f “ ? ir
weer(j
1 S=-

iis-' „
K
iff .“!• “
Ottawa County fair grounds on Joe Ketchum; gold arrow
International Association of
the evenings of June 3 aod 4.
The following committee was
appointed: Hugh S. Rowell, genviews for 13 applicants. Klemeral chairman; Donald Van
Miles Baskett.Boy
1be*n.
Hoven and Webb Dalman, proHave" Pollc('department
gram and staging;Edward from Troop 10, received a one
Steele and Earl Vanden Bosch, year pin from the pack for his , 1J >t‘ais
physical arrangement; Robert ctivily as a den chief with Den
Freer and Robert Hafer, pubhaving two such outstanding
Randy Meyers spoke and in
licity; Louis Brunner and
men to choose from. “It was an
Howard Bouwman, participa- showed slides of his experi- extremely difficultdecision to
tion; Gerald Emmick, atten- ences in scouting and of his
make between two well qualified
dance; Monty Fineout and trip to the National Jamboree candidates,one a midcareer
Charles Knowles
Wayne Wiersma, clown acts; at Valley Forge. He also told professional of proven ability
, . . new head pro
Lou Brunner, ringmaster; of the steps in becoming an and the other at the outset of
James
Chamness. Act II direc- Eagle scout.
from April 14-17.
his professionalcareer but with
The charter was presented in
Knowles has been resident tor; Paul Young and Duane
more formal education and
pro at the Legion for the past Neff. Act III directors; Ben a candlelight ceremony to the greater potential.
year. He took the post when Mulder and Elmore Van Lente, pack by Lee Meyers on behalf
“Both men rated exceptionally
of the Chippewa District.
Wiechman decided to exten- Act V directors.
high in tests by the panel of top
The next meeting will be on
Bob Serne introduced t h e police administrators who did
sively play the PGA tour.
March
15
at
the
First
Methodist
guests
and committee members the screening. In this situation
The 25-year-oldKnowles is
Church.
including
Mr. and Mrs. Lee the fact that Van Beveren is
presently on the golf tour in
Meyers, neighborhood commit- here and highly regardedby the
Caribbean. He will return in
tee; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Prins,
March to begin his duties at 2 Holland Persons Pay
department and the people of
custodian for Lakewood School;
the Legion. He was named to
Holland was in his favor,” Holt
Fines in Circuit Court
Mr, and Mrs. P. Turkstra from said
the post by Memorial Park
Board of the Willard G. LeenGRAND HAVEN - Cornelius Central School, John Caauwe Holt added that salary arhouts Post 6 of Holland.
De Jonge, 18, Holland, who had Jr., assistant cubmaster;
, , Bill rangements had not been fully
Knowles came to Holland af- pleaded guilty Tuesday in Otta* Ketchum. president of Lake- lesolved
wa Circuit Court to carrying a wood PTC which sponsors
..... ...... _ _______
ter serving as an assistant in
Van
Beveren, a native of
1

!

Scout,f»>'

:

^

= ^

^

March
Tne Library Board submitted
its annual budget for the comSubjects covering
wide a part of Holland as any other
Pate is charged with assaulting year. It was referred to
range of activities occupied City- function, and felt that charging ing an officer during a scuffle
the city manager for later conCouncil for almost 24 hours the cost unfairly penalized the behind the Star restaurant, 19
sideration by Council.
program.
Wednesday night.
East Eighth St., about 11:15
Following a public hearing at
A good share of the discussion A city manager's report re- p m. Tuesday.
which no objectionswere given,
dealt with functions of Windmill vealed that Jerry Fairbanks will
Pate sustained cuts on the top
Council vacated an alley lying
Island, the Holland Planning not be able to serve as Wind- of his head in the scuffle. He
between 19th and 20th St., runCommission in zoning matters,, mill Island manager this year, was treated at Holland Hospital
ning east of Columbia Ave. to
and whether serious study but Fairbanks had offered to and released to police custody.
the railroad track.
should be given to extending do promotional work as a speThe police were called to the
Tabled from last meeting
cial consultant. Council voted
was an option to purchasepro- Ottawa Ave. south of 40th St. down this offer 6 to 2, with scene when Pate kept a girl
Although close to 30 persons
from going to her car in the
perty at 46 West Eighth St. for
concealedweapon, paid a fine 3049; Wayne Rozema, advancestarted work as a spewere present in connection with Mayor Bosman and Steffens parking lot behind the restau- Battle Creek. Wiechman and
parking development. It was apof $50 and costs of
ment;
Austin
Walker,
secretary- cja| policeman with the local
Knowles
have
been
close
a recommendation of the Plan- favoringthe proposal. The re- rant.
proved unanimously.
Connie Slighter, 19, of 580 treasurer; Robert Morris, com- (jL.partment jn the spring of
A patrolman went up to talk friends for several years.
ning Commission to rezone six port also revealed that Jaap de
Letters acknowledgingCounWashington,Holland,who had mitteeman and scoutmaster
He became the departBlecourt,
landscape
gardener,
Wiechman
came
to
Holland
to
Pate,
and
the
youth
started
acres at the northwest comer
cil action on Senate Bill 705
pleaded
guilty
to
the
larceny
troop
49,
and
Harold
Streur, men( S firsj jUVenile officer in
will become Windmill Island scuffling with the officer. A after serving as assistant pro
which would put public utili- of Plasman Ave. and 32nd St.
of slacks from a Holland store, committeemanand den father,
1964, when the posisecond patrolman came to the at the BlythefieldCountry Club
from
A-0
residentialto B-l manager March 1.
ties under jurisdiction of the
The attendance totem pole (jon was created by City Counpaid costs of $25.
Considerable discussion fol- aid of the first officer.
in Grand Rapids.
apartment,
there
was
limited
Michigan Public Service Comwas awarded to Dens 1 and 3. cj|
lowed a question of Earl Vander
mission were read from Sens. discussionsince Council favDen 2 assisted by their new jje is a 1948 graduateof LindPloeg
in
the
audience,
asking
R. J. Huber and C. J. O’Brien ored a suggestion of A1 Slenk
den
chief Virgil Payne of Troop b]oom High School in Chicago
what Council planned to do with
and Reps. James F. Farns- who said he represented 25
49 was in charge of greetingand Spent (our years with the
an
area
south
of
40th
St.
and
worth and Melvin De Stigter. families in Sandy Subdivision in
and ushering. The flags were us. Marine Corps, including
west of Ottawa Ave. Upshot was
A letter from the downtown that area that the matter be
retired by Den 4 assisted by service in Mediterranean and
referred back to the Planning that Council referred the ques• merchants’division of the Holtheir new den chief Tim Streur Caribbean areas. In 1952 he took
tion
to
the
Planning
CommisCommission for further study,
land Chamber of Commerce exalso of Troop 49
a position as administratorin
sion
for
further
study.
pressed appreciation for Coun- plus a hearing with residents
the engineeringdepartment of
City Manager Holt pointed out
of
the
area.
cil action in authorizing a parkGeneral Motors in LaGrange,
that
the
original
master
plan
of
Speaking briefly for the other
ing survey for downtown Hol111., and was employed there for
side
was
Dave
Vande
Vusse, the city called for Ottawa Ave.
land.
eight years.
to be extendedsouthward from
A financialreport for the Hoi- {*** of the developers planning
Breakin
He attended Chicago Teachers
32nd St. and to connect at some
land American Legion Band for apartments m the area,
College for one semester in 1960
point with WashingtonAve. near
the
GRAND HAVEN - Two Pullthe year ended Dec. 31 includ- ^*s0 recommended by
and then entered Hope College
the bypass. More recent develman men and a South Haven
ing a proposed budget for the Planning Commissionwas rein February, 1961, graduating in
opments
brought
a
decision
to
man were to be arraigned in
coming year was referred to zoning a parcel of land approxJune, 1964, with an A B. degree.
imately
four
acres
at the north- extend Ottawa Ave. south to
Municipal Court here this afthe city manager for budget
He is married and has three
east corner of Eighth St. and 40th St. to provide access to the
ternoon on charges of breaking
consideration.
children
aged 12, 9 and 7. Mrs.
new
Christian
High
School.
This
and entering.
Council approved a service Waverly Rd. from A-0 residenVan Beveren is the former Carol
tial
and
agricultural to C-l road plus 40th St. east to WashRaymond C. Willbanks, 30, of
agreement with the Insurance
Staat.
ington Aye. was approved as a
South Haven, Billie J. WillingAudit and Inspection Co. for neighbhorhoodcommercial.The
city
attorney
was
instructed
to major road.
ham, 28, and his brother, Lawinsurance services for the year
CouncilmanMorris Peerbolt
rence, 20, both of Pullman, are
beginning March 9 at an annual prepare the necessary ordinance
Holland
said he anticipatespolitical
for Council consideration.
charged
with breaking into the
fee of $400.
Council voted down a request pressuresin case this route is
coin box of a public telephone
A communication from Local
In
Explosion
of
the Windmill Committee to made a truck route and he quesat a booth at 96th Ave. and Port
515M, Building Service Emtioned
truck
routes
in
residenSheldon Rd. in Borculo at about
ployes InternationalUnion purchase a new pickup truck for
GRAND RAPIDS - A Holland
12:30 a.m. today. A total of man was one of two men burned
(AFL-CIO) was referred to Windmill Island to replace one tial areas.
$9.80 in change was taken in in an undergroundexplosion at
the personnel officer. The let- that was a total loss in a recent City Attorney Cunningham
the breakin.
ter listed sue proposals cover- accident, the funds to come pointed out that all decisions on
a water pipeline construction
zoning or truck routes are made
The three men were appre- site near Wyoming today.
ing wage increases, hospitaliza- from the contingent fund of the
by Council, that the Planning
hended by Holland police early
tion, life insurance, vacations, general fund. But Council, in a
Listed in fair conditionat
Commission only studies and
subsequent
action,
approved
an
this morning as a service sta- ButterworthHospital in Grand
sick pay and union dues deducoffer of R. E. Barber to pro- recommends.Council also
tion on South Washington Ave. Rapids was Fred Todd, 31, of
tion.
They were turned over to Ot- 136 Walnut Ave., Holland. Todd
Claims against the city by vide a truck for $1,182, charged makes decisions on major and
minor streets, he said.
tawa sheriff’s deputies.
Harold Zoerhof, 927 Columbia to the Windmillaccount.
suffered burns of the face, left
It
was
pointed out that if
The
initial
question
was
raised
Ave., and the Rev. Gilbert
hand and wrist, hospitalofficials
Haan, 625 West 20th St., were by Richard Smith who felt using Council does not extend Ottawa
Driver Gets Ticket
said. Also injured was Clarence
Ave. as a major street, such
referred to the city’s insurance money from the general fund
Jo Ann V. Potts, 17, of route West, 33, of Grand Rapids..
carrier and the city attorney. involved tax money. Mayor Bos- street development costs are
The explosion occurred as
1, received a ticket from Holland
Mayor Nelson Bosman pre- man said the Windmill Island paid by the developer. Vander
police for failing to yield the Todd lit a cigarette while worksided at the meeting which last- truck is part of the city car Ploeg had said future plans of
right of way after the car she ing in an excavation, apparently
ed two hours and 20 minutes. pool just like vehicles in other the area under question hinge
was driving collidedwith a car igniting fumes from a butane
the tour of Sentinel facilitiesis an annual event
All Councilmen were present departments.The city manager on Council’s plans. He said it
TOUR SENTINEL - Part of a group of some
of 139 West 11th St. at Eighth gas heater. West was at the
for Hope journalism classes and is designed to
30 Hope College journalism students is shown
except Donald Oosterbaan. The explainedthat the citv's fleet would make a difference if the
driven by Alex Christiaans, 36, top of the hole, looking down,
familiarizejournalism students with the mechinvocation was given by the insurance does not include col- area is developedas residential here as they listen to Sentinel staff writer
St. and River Ave. at 8 p.m. when the explosion sent a sheet
anics of daily newspaperoperation.
Rev. John J. Kenbeek, retired lision insurance. Henry Steffens or as commercial or industrial Randy Vande Water explain the operation of
of flame into his face.
Wednesday.
. u (Sentinelphoto)
•/
the Sentineli 4$-page Goss press Wednesday.
said Windmill Island is a$ much property.
Drejthe minister.
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Hope Plans

Dutch Lose

To Step

95-85; Pete

Its

39

Scores

1966

L.

Holland Area

Up

Recruiting

DeerHunters

In an effort to step up Us recruiting of potential Hope Col-

MUSKEGON —

Muskegon
Heighti* basketball team, displaying uncanny quickness and
excellent rebounding, defeated
Holland,95-W in the battle for
first place in the LMAC and
Valley Coast Conferencein the
L. C. Walker Sports Arena
A crowd of 3JXX) fans, more
than half from Holland, were on
hand to watch the Tigers win
their 12th game in 13 starts and

Hope alumni
planning a meeting

lege athletes,the

H

club la

Give Opinions

on Saturday, Feb. II with 25
members of the alumni H club,
athletic director Gordon

Holland area deer

Brewer

said today.

years, having the same open-

The meeting will be held prior to the Hope-Alma basketball
game and will involve H cub
alumni for a 50-mile radius including Muskegon, Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo.
Purpose of the meeting is to
set up the mechanics of bow
to go about getting athletes and
have these people agree to contact high school athletes in
their communities and interest
them in Hope College, Brewer

ar-

m

said.

In selecting the 25 persons,
Brewer said for the most part
the alumni H club tried to stay
away from people now actively
engaged in coaching or coun-

Peninsulas on Nov. 15 and hiv-

ing the Conservation* Depart-

of the hunter.

FURLOUGH - Pvi.
Dennis W. Garbrecht is
spending a furlough with his
parents. Mr and Mrs. Carl
Garbrecht, 517 Pinecrest Dr.,
before leaving for overseas

r ...

duty in Korea on Feb. 25.
PM. Garbrecht look his basic
training at Fort Knox. Ky.,
and advanced training at
Fort Leonard Wood. Mo. and
Fort Benning. Ga He has

DtER SITUATION D1SCU8SEI>-David Arnold

Conservation officers Harold Bowditch of Grand
Rapids and Gene Coulson of Allegan.The meeting was arranged by the Holland Fish and
Game Club in cooperation with State Sen,
Harold Volkema of Holland. The graph behind
Arnold is one of the many used to illustrate
the deer situation in the state. (Sentinel photo)

of Unsing tat microphone' explains the deer
situation in Michigan to a group of more than
fiOO Holland area sportsmen Thursdaynight in
the Holland High School Auditorium William
Laycock and Arnold representedthe Conservation Department at the meeting along with

their seventh in eight LMAC

games
The setback dropped Holland
to second in the LMAC with a
6-2 record and 9-1 overall. In

been in the

Army

10 months.

title

Meeting

600 Sportsmen A ttend

with an 8-0 record Holland is
bed for second with Godwin

marks.

STwo f.ne

More

Court of Appeals

in answer to „
individual perform- hunters heard about Michigan'squestion of what happens to
si Upholds Decision
ances were turned in as Holland jeer herd situation while at- the bones because the bones other ConservationDepartment
GRAND RAPIDS - The Micha me<?ting in the Hoi- are found in the spring and employes and Harold Door
igan
Court of Appeals has uprttrsonal* scorinc duel ^ had * ,and Hi8h School auditoriumnot during the fall hunting and Ernie Phillips, Tulip City
held Judge Raymond L. Smith’s
Pete won the Hu*l with tre Thursday ni8ht and wm told season Department personnelRod and Gun Club officers.
decision in a non-jury trial in
and
jf ^ the field making dead
Ottawa Circuit Court in the fall
with

than 600 Michigan deer [ in the fall

mendlS^nt^ ^ !hf ^

^

^

deer spring surveys, Laycock
number of ,ulure is “P1"™11'
Park
biologistDavid Arnold said.
Arnold said the Department’s
er this season, erasing the
Lansing and William LayCollections
of 37 scored against Grand c°ck. field representative for income would be the same in
Haven. Jan. 28 by teammate the Lower Peninsula :;poke to answer to a query of whether
At 73 Per
Mike
the group. Both are Conserva- the elimination of a doe seaPete, who hit most of his Uon Department employes. The son for three years would put
Approximately73 per cent 0l
baskets on ouL'ude jumpers, had meeting lasted almost three the Department in financial
Park township’s taxes have been
14 of 25 from the floor and hours.
difficulty.
collected,according to townadded 11 free throws in 11 tries. The Holland Fish and Game
Allegan County conservation ship treasurer Harvey Tinholt.
The 6'2" Pete's
previous high
,
.Club arranged the meeting officer Gene Coulson said he Monday is the last day for colwas 35 against Traverse City, through t h e cooperation of didn't think deer crossing signs lectionswithout penalty.
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«Utne

8(3(0 Sen- Harold

Volkema of on

the highway on M-89 would
prevenl aiy h.ghway deer lulls.
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^

an

auto-

mobile.

Judgments granted by Ottawa
CircuitCourt and upheld by the
Courto f Appealsl isted $1,768 in
actual damages and $500 in

exemplary damages to Harry
Oppenhuizen of Holland, and
$250 in exemplary damages for
a co-defendant, Carl Wennersten, also of Holland.

^

through the Holland defense to
get shots. He made 31 points and
several of his baskets were
made on second shots. “He has
the savvy to know where the ball
Is all the time,'’ Piersma said.
Piersma said they tried manfor-man and zone defenses on
Day but the clever player managed to spring loose, get inaide and make the basket. Piersma said 10 of his baskets were
"dog shots."
Muskegon Heights took a 26-

in the purchase of

Is

$339,460.32 or about 73 per cent

reportedlittle crop dam- of the total levy of $463,863.41.
age in the county.
On Saturday the Park townOttawa County conservation ship office at 1460 Ottawa Beach
Rd. will be open from 9:30 a m.
.H* sald the 63’0(* ed seeing 10 to 30 deer feed- to 1 p.m. On Monday taxes will
buck kill last year was about ing on blueberry buds Tues- be collected at the Peoples
average and noted the record day. He said his crop damage Bank northside branch during
recent year kill of 86,000 in reports have been in Grand regular banking hours.
1964,
Haven, Robinson and Crockery After Monday, a 3 per cent
He explained how the Depart- townships.
penalty will be added On March
ment arrives at its statistics, Laycock reported Department 1, bills are. turned over to the
reporting deer are counted at research hasn't found any decounty for collection.
the Mackinac Bridge and at a lerent
deer from eat.
Dog licenses are sold at the
row of counting stations along lng
crops. He also reportsame hours tax collectionsare
M-20
ed the money from the li- taken. Licenses also will be
The game biologistwas sure censes goes to the fish and
available the remainder of Febthe deer will be back noting game protective fund and this
ruary at the rate of $1 for males
that we haven t shot all the fun(j
use(j for admin],
and unsexed and $2 for females.
does and hunters always take ^rauon funds
After Feb 28. dog licensesmust
twice as many males as fe- Flve persons ra1Sed hands be obtained from the county at
males and we have adequate when asked how many had double the normal rates.
confident

of 1964 in which two Holland
residents sought damages from
Howard Veneklasen of Holland

t0

According to the complaint,
Veneklasen had sold a car to
Wennersten in July, 1963, and
Wennersten sold it to Oppen-

Tries

.

„
g

1

.

The questions were divided in- were charged with 43 fouls.
three Zeeland had 71 attempts from
questionsin each section and the charity stripe,scoring 45.
hunters were asked to check
The Pinthers had 33 tries and
one choice in each section
made 17, while the Panthers

to four sections with

Other pro round shooters inletic grants, Brewer said. Academic scholarships will be giv- cluded A1 Van Dyke, 233, Dave
en if the students qualify.Plans Vanden Brink, 228 and Dave
will be worked out to have in- Doyle, 199.
formationdata on each boy.
Others competing in the reguPaul Morley, 756; Jerry Van
Hekken, 750; Warren St. John,

the Valley Coast Conference the

win gave the Tigers the

In 71

questions during the meeting 1,000 fans in the West Ottawa
and the ballots will be delivered gym.
to the Conservation Department,
West Ottawa just couldn’t
Edewaards laid.
seem to do inythingright and

Lead Archers

trrmmdoui

Throws

These opmioni were brought
Zeeland's basketball team enout In the deer hunters baflot
conducted Thursday night at tered the contest as underdogs
the deer meeting in the Holland Friday night bunt when it was
High School auditorium and an, i «
over, they had aet a aeaaon’a
nounced today by ra e e 1 n
t j
VaA, Edewaards.
Mawa.rds , “ON"* ra»rl< 85 P^U t° <!«•
chairman Vern
Hunters balloted on the four feat West Ottawa, 85-59, before

Overwegs

,

Free

* ment listen more to the wishes

William Poppink, superintendent of schools at Muskegon
Reeths-Puffer, is presidentof
the alumni H club and worked
out arrangements for the meeting with the Hope athletic staff.
Names of potential athletes
Brothers Ron Overweg fired
will be channeled through the
athletic director and it is hoped a 256 to lead the pro round and
that through this method, West- Ken Overweg shot a 792 to lead
ern Michigan can be thoroughly the regular round in the Holland
Archery Club shoot Thursday
covered.
Hope is not giving any ath- in the Holland Armory.

Larry Prle

45

Chix Sink

ing day in the Upper and Lawer

seling

. .

hunters

favor no doe season for three

Edewaardssaid ballots were
thrown out where hunters had
made more than one choice or
had included suggestions.
The questions and the number of votes included in the
first section: 1. No doe season
for a minimum of one year
(26), two years (61), and three
years (152). 2. Doe season in

made

21 to Zeeland’s 20 in field

goals.

The losers took plenty ot shols
In the game, 77, 23 more than
Zeeland, but were very inaccurate, as they hit on only 21 for a
cold 27 per cent. Zeeland shot

made

54 times and

per

20, for 37

cent.

needed areas but generally Pivotman Dave Costello led
the Chix in their scoring spree
in much less area than in 1965
as he dumped in eight field
(93) and, 3. Doe season much
goals and 10 free throws for 36
the same as before (30).
Ui the second section: 1. points, while forward Dennis
Opening day in Upper Peninsu- Boeve added 21 to Zeeland's

la one week earlier than in
Dyke, 744, Eleanor Overweg, Lower (29). 2. Opening day in
742; Lee York, 740; Buck Fan- Upper and Lower on the same
non, 734; Lee Schuitema, 724; day (352) and, 3. Separate openDuane Burkhart,718 and Milt ings with separate licenses(15).
Dangremond, 706.
n the third section: 1. OpenAlso shootingwere Oscar ing day on the 15th ot NovemLemon, 680: Bill Brown, 678; ber (190). 2. Opening day on
Jim Van Duren, 676; Larry Saturday nearest to Nov 15
Bakker, 648, Carol Gras, 644, (73). 3. Opening day on Nov.
Reka Drown. 623; Louie Weigh- 15 unless it falls on Sunday,
mmk, 610; Jerry Kline, 570; then the previous day (133).
In the fourth section: 1. I beEsther Lemon, 504; Brenda
Van Dyke, 497: Jerry Gras, 477 lieve the ConservationDepartment is doing its best in deer
and Mark Lemon, 216.
Persons,17 years and older, management (96). 2. I beinterestedin archery are invited lieve the ConservationDepartto attend next week’s shoot, ment should listen more to the
Thursday,Feb. 17 at 7 p m ir. wishes of the hunters (148).
the Armory. Club president 3. I believe the Conservation
Warren Drooger and Lee York Department is mainly interestwill give free instructionto be- ed in selling more licenses to
get more money (138).
ginners.
'Hie meeting was arranged
here by the Holland Fish and
Game Club and the club also
prepared the ballot and tabuElmer Smith was transferred lated results.Members of Edefrom Zeeland Community Hos- waards committee were Russ

total,

Arie Lemraen and Hog Van

making five baskets and

11 free throws

|

Burnips

Substitute guard Bill Henson
led the Panthers with a low 11
points, three baskets and five
free tosses.He was followed by
Dale Boeve with five buckets.

Throughout the game Coach
Jack Bonham juggled his lineup
in an attempt to come up with
a scoring combination, thus end-

ing up using his entire bench
without finding a clicking crew.

Zeeland opened quickly wih
two baskets by Costello and
Boeve, before Panther Randy
De Pree hit on a jumper.
The Chix pushed their lead to
7-4, but with 5:17 left in the first

period the Panthers tied it up,
7-7.

Then Zeeland began to pull
away, and by the end of the
period they held a 20-14 lead,
including 10 free throws. West
Ottawa attempted 18 shots in
that period but bit on only six
while the Chix tried 11 and

huizen.
The appeal was argued before
made five.
the Court of Appeals in Grand pital to Ferguson-Droste-FerguBouws, Lewey Michmerhuizen In the second quarter Zeeland
Rapids Nov. 3, 1965.
son Hospital in Grand Rapids and Ray Kemme.
continued to pull away outscorwhere he will undergo major
ing the Panthers 28-17, getting
surgery
13 free throws. The Panthers

Carl Burmeister

Fred

Miss Sandra Moomey of BurVogel, 81,
nips was married Feb 1 to Mr.
at
Vogt of Allegan. She is the only
in
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Bart
GRAND HAVEN - Carl Bur- Moomey of Burnips.
GRAND HAVEN - Fred Vomeister. 76, died Thursday night
A number of Burnips people gel, 81, of 1407 Franklin St.,
in the home of his sister, Mrs
attended the self-helpclasses at died Thursday night in Grand

Succumbs

76

Dies

Gertrude Steele, 13985 Lake
Shore Dr , Grand Haven, with
whom he made his home.
He was born in Benona,
Mich., and had lived in this

Hospital

again took 18 shots and

made

four.

For the first three minutes
of the second Quarter, the only
points the Panthersmade were
four from the free throw line,
until Dave De Jonge scored a

the Forest Grove Fellowship Haven MunicipalHospital after basket and the Pantherstrailed
Hall Monday. The classes are a four-year
30-20. At halftime Zeeland held
22 first period lead but Holland,
being sponsored by the Forest He was born in Germany and a 43-31 lead.
behind Pete's 13-point second
Grove Home Extension Group had lived in Grand Haven since West Ottawa lost the game not
quarter effort,tied the score at
and are presentedby the Ot- 1916,
‘
coming here from Buffalo, only at the free throw line, but
half, 47-47. The game was tied portion for breeding "
area for 10 years, coming from
tawa County Health and Wel- N. Y. He had been employed at also under the boards. Zeeland
been contactedby the Departsix times and the halftime deadMontague where he was lake
Arnold said he was aware ment to participate in the deer
Holland Students Homed employed at the Franklin fare. A film was shown and a Eagle-Ottawa Leather Co. for outfought and outreboundedthe
lock was the final tie.
that Michigan doesn’t have as hunting post card survey. Ardemonstrationon artificial res- 38 years, retiring in 1955 He Panthers time and again. By
The Tigers jumped out in the many deer as in the postwar
On
Western Dean's List
House.
piration was given by Bernard was a member of St. Johns halftime Zeeland had outrenold said they sent out about
third quarter and Holland play- years but he felt that the
The sister is the only survi- Grysen, Ottawa county sheriff.
25,000 cards.
Lutheran Church.
bounded the Panthers 27-11.
Several Holland students at- vor.
ed catch up, getting behind by present deer herd is not deMrs. Arthur Moomey and Mrs.
Survivingare the wife, ErArnold said the Department tending Western Michigan UniIn the second half West Ot10 hut cutting the margin to six, creasing.
George Geib were in Allegan nestine; three daughters, Mrs. tawa improved in this departis “not in cahoots" with the versity in Kalamazoo are inW-62 at the period’s close.
Laycock interjected that if
Jaycee Auxiliary Hears
Tuesday.
Mark O’Brien of Grand Haven, ment, getting 21 rebounds,but
The winners had a fourth the game department was al- pulp and timber industries cluded on the Dean's List for
Ikky Bond is recuperating at Mrs. George More of Oxnard, with big Boeve leading the Chix
and
the industries don't exert the last semester.
About
Home
Decorating
period surge and moved ahead lowed to manage the deer
his home in Burnips from recent Calif , and Mrs. Charles Pres- with 16 rebounds and Costello
b> la points midway but Hol- herd, "Michigan will have a pressure to cut timber. He
They are Leon J. Ass ink, Ro- Members of the Javcee Aux- surgery.
ton of Kalamazoo; three grand- pulling down 11, Zeeland
felt that with more wood cut,
land managed to cut the margin
nald J. Blauwkamp, Janet Conbetter herd 10 years from
It was reported two homes in sons and six great grandchil- amassed 39 rebounds for the
(jeer ^uid ^ better off
to ten at the game's end. Day now ”
rod. Betty J. Diekeraa,
“wtag
the area were broken into last dren.
second half. In the game, the
He reported a deer needs
had li points in the fourth
week, on Wednesday at the
the Chix led in rebounds, 66-32.
period and Pete closed out with
home of C Leow where nothing
In the third period West Ot13.
Lions Club Entertains
was taken and on Thursday at
tawa
came to L'c as they manMuskegon Heights outrebound„„
ld
b ndt b
Ai Vuleniir* Party
aged to steal the ball and score
ed Holland 4H-29, Day grabbed
detailed plans of what they:
^nArtmem L Also on the Dean’s Llst. were
' 143rd Ave. where a sum of Wives of members of the three times in a row and cut a
13. Lawson got 12 rebounds for
money was taken. Sheriff's
16 point deficitdown to eight,
can
do
in
the
ha>s
nol
requested
a
boost
in
Uant^L^eilf
President
Doroth>'
Chamness
the losers Holland did some fine
Holland Lions Club were guests
Commenting
on
deer
hunting
.Kp
huntinc
license
and
feel Grant Mejeur, daughter of Mr. announced plans for the rum- deputies are investigating.
53-45, with 2:08 left in the frame.
free throw .-yhootine.getting 23
at a valentine party Tuesday
But this was as close as Zeehul?is
enough
!? * h?.ld
23
of 27, on haiu'-i of 15 of 17 and accidents. Arnold said the trend
evening at the American LePolice
Cite
Driver
land allowed the Panthers to
is
downward
and
was
lower
in
Commenting
on
the
deer
herd
I'11!
ANal?r'
Nant:I
f
Pel°S’
and
for
the
Miss
Holland
contest
eight of 10 The winners made
gion Memorial Park Clubhouse.
come.
Holland police cited Mar15 of 25
1965. "U isn't true that .t's ,
ar CH^wa caum^ I “
"" ' '°J*
*
Dinner was served after
more
to
hunt
antler- ;1 Arnoid
Ar»miH
c*,a
u,..'..
memb
By the end of the period, the
Prospective
members
present
jorie
L.
Bell,
46.
of
118
East
dangerous
io
num
anuersajd
“we'd
like
to
have
Holland hi 43 per ten' on 31
which a musical program was
Others include Marilyn R. were Mrs. Frank Feuerstein. Ninth St. for failing to yield
Chix outscored the Panthers 23ljlat problem in the north
of 73 with quarters of ti-lt), 7-18, less deer, Arnold
presentedby three Hope Col. _____
He noted an increase of 150,- [j^,. jlave jncreased 14 per Swank, Merle W. Vander Sluis, Mrs. Roger Vander Meulen, the right of way after the lege students, Miss Leslie 16, to lead 66-47. Zeeland made
6-16 and 9-19 from the
floor
while the Tigers had 4(i of
hunters in the last three cen[
(W0 areas and he Jon G. Van Lente Jr., Robert Mrs. Robert Scholten and Mrs. car she was driving and a Clark, Ronald R e n s u e and seven out of 14 while the Panthcar driven by Calvin J. Wiers- Robert Formsma. Speaker for ers made seven out of 19.
shots for 39 per cent and periods
the percentageof thought because of good food G. Vissthers, Martha A. Wolt- Richard Oudersluys.
man, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
In the final quarter'jboth
Hostesses for the evening were ma, 17, of 1623 Elmer St. colof 10-24, 9-24. 10-25 and 1129 ^ters bagging deer will be healthy deer and good
the evening was Wesley CerErnest Penna and Stefford J. Mrs. Donald Hann and Mrs. lided at 12th St. and Kollen
teams
were cold from the flbor,
Piersma pointed out that the
duction.
row of Benton Harbor.
Jack Westrate.
Park Dr. at 8:14 a m. Friday.
Heights often was able to get Arnold felt the core of the Qne hunter suggested a three Veltman of Hudsonville.
Frank H. Fleischer presented with Zeeland hitting thrW bassecond third and sometimes Problem pertainedto die food j year moratorjum „„ doe am)
new membership plaques to kets out of 14 attempts, and
our shots at the hoop resulting available.He ttlougbtthe thing let the Department have conDavid L. Murray, Howard West Ottawa only four of 18.
But in this period the clock was
in the 102
to do was to harvest the deer tr0|
Poll, Belford H. Teeters and
stopped
so often for free throws,
'We underestimatedhow 'o they will come out of the Hunters were ockeH in toil
Delwyn P. Van Tongeren.
strong they were.’' P.er.ma docrurds He said the Depart- where thev were huntinfl fo
Fourteen members of the it was difficult for either team
said, "and they taught us what ment is hoping for a mild win- how jong an(j ^e deer condi
Holland Lions Club attended to warm up. The Chix made 13
free tosses to the Panthersfour
this game was all about " "We ter because" this will help pre- i ti0^. Treas mentioned were
the district bowling tournament
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thought our man-for man de- vent a deer death
fense would stop them but it fail-

the
game,’
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ed to neutralize
Piersma said.
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Many
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of

by

starve-

1

(jrand TraVerse Presque

,

lAT,a"aon1 ,

^ Lake
____________
^8“ Lake*
the comments
Lake
Ar-

watershed,

and Laycock made were
They are really tough and if given during' the quesfionand
they keep going they are going answer session As to why perto be ike Benton Harbor's team m.t quotas were raised in areas
of last year, Piersma said^ having severe winter losses,
Holton followed Day with 23 Arnold said this wasn't done,
and Art Davis had 19. Lawson Some questions cnnirnHinio/i
nol(i

srirj?*
Holland hosts Muskegon neat
Friday in an LMAC

game.
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<8Si ct«k
FG FT PF TP

Holland

the

( .0212,2

Vern Edewaards was

man

1

»'

|

,urve«
o ,,

4

f

3
1
2

5 3
3 3 2

........ 13
Evans, f ........

Day, f

0

j

31

9

Among
Totals

95

1

the special guests

tn-

traduced were Reps. James

3

10

Dykema. c
De Pree, f

3
2

1

5-

7

1

3

5

3

2

5

8

3

2

4

8

... 0

2

3

2

..

2
5
0

3

4

5

11

3

0

1

2

I

0

3

0

21 17 43
Zeeland (85)

59

.

.......
.......

Bauer, g
...
Vande Wege, g ..

1

.. 0
. 0
Hulat, f 0
.

Vander Zwaag, C

A

stewardship family pot- Vander
luck supper is being planned
for the families of Zion Luther-

an Church next Wednesday

Totals

at

6 p.m.

Dr. Paul L. Maier,

.

....

f

huiim and' Ray Kerame, Guy
Teed, longtime Allegan censer-

Laycock
the meeting.
herds have shown this not a
2
Michmerhuizen gave the inproblem.He said hunters don’t
11
vocation, quoting from the
find the bones of dead deer
4
Hunter’s Prayer which appears
Fortney, g ...... 2 3
in a log cabin at Hartwick
Brondyke, ...... 2 0
Turner, c ........2
0
4 Pines. Troop 49, sponsored by
Houston, g ...... io
3 23 the Loyal Order of Moose, preTotals ........ 31 23 18 85 Davis, g ........ 9
2 19 sented the colors and Martin
Muskegon Heights (95)
Scott, c .........3
1 8 i Hardenburg sang the National
FG FT PF TP Myles, g ........ o 1
l Anthem.
3

0

.

f

Zion Lutherans Planning Henson, g
Family Potluck Supper
Steketee,

*3*

. Jbemg sraaller'
noted experimental

5

.

Borgman, c

of

1 1 4

De Jonge, g
...
Boeve,
.... ...

Fierro, g

chair-

and served as master

FG FT PF TP

the

Lions presented birthdaygifts
to blind persons and approved
two requests for eye examinations for needy. The Holland
club also attended the Hamilton and Zeeland club meetings.

va,'°" lMder'
briefly
and Volkema gave closing remarks, praising the conduct at

[“cH*“rve>'s.

Brolin,
Colenbrander, f .. 2
Lawson, c ........ 8
Pete, g ........ 14
Millard, g ...... 4

We*t Ottawa (59)

During the past month

ceremonies. His committee was

1^tU^ n^|h?*8

final quarter.

honors.

Superior
Gogebic. Tam

anack Lake, Missaukee County,
Baraga County, Fort Custer,
Roscommon County and Ottawa County. Most of the grouy
said the number of deer seen
was down but a few reported
seeing more deer.

.Sa'SS

Hillard

,« » .« Sjm

in Ionia and came home with in the

Isle

’T

FG FT PF TP
pastor Boeve,

........ 5 11
at the University Lutneran Van Dyke, f ....
0
Church and Student Center, Costello,c ...... 8
Western Michigan University, hale, g ........ 3
Kalamazoo, will be the guest T.'• De Vriea, g .... 0
speaker. His topic will be De Jonge, f ...... 0

f

2

PRESENTS CITATIONS - Ortowo County
Sheriff Bernard Grysen (left) presents
citations from the Michigan Law Enforcement Blockade Committee to (left to right)
deputies Donald Key, Lee Posma, Lauren
Wossink and Holland township constable
Norman Fynewevtr Friday ot the
county branch office. The four oHicers
received the citations for their port in

apprehendingRobert Windom, 43,

of

Grand Rapids who took (49,551 in an armed
robbery ot o Thrifty Acres supem^arket in
Grand Rapids Sept. 5. He was arrested
shortly after the holdup on Lakewood Blvd;
near M-21. Deputies later recovered the .38
caliber revolver used in Hie holdup and more
than (9,000 of the loot neor where Windom
was arrested. Five members of the sheriff's
deportmenthove now received the cita-

tions.

(Sentinel photo)

3

E

"Campus

Christianity.”Dr. K. De Vries, t .. 1
Maier is the author of "A Man Baron, f .........0
Spoke. A World Uatened.”
Geerlings,g ...... 0

Carl Seyboldt is general Hoffman, f ...... 1
chairman of the event. Mra. Barenta, f ....... 0
George Wedel and Mn. Rob- Vanden Brink, | .. 0
ert Snyder are in charge of
the food.
Totals
20 46 21

21

4
26
13
5

0
5
0
0
5
1

I
tt
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Engaged

Young Colvinist

Marriage Solemnized

Member Named
To New Post
The appointmentof Don Larsen as special projects secretary
treasurer of the Holland Young
CalvinistLeague was announ
meed
at the league's delegate board
meeting Thursday evening at
the Montello Park Christian Reformed Church. He succeeds
Pete Vander Wal, who retired
in January after serving in that
position for 15 years.
Larsen’s main activity will be
as bead of the Summe^ Workshop in Missions program, as
well as being in charge of the
Holland league's support of the
broadcast of the “Back-to-God
Hour” over rado station HOXO
in Panama.
In other business of the short
meeting, it was announced that
Miss Judith Wedemeier
the request for membership by
The engagement of Miss
the society of the SpanishChrisJudith Gray Wedemeier of Ada
tian Reformed Church had been
to Norman Howard Brumms of
granted, and they were welCharlevoix has been announced
comed into the league.
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Delegates were also reminded
Edwin T. Wedemeier of Ada.
of the mother-daughterbanquet
Mr. Brumm is the son of Mr.
to be held Feb. 24, and the
and Mrs. Howard E. Brumm of
league spring banquet on March
810 Myrtle Ave., Holland.
23, both at the West Ottawa

Mr. Brumm is a graduateof
Michigan State University where
Kathryn Fredrickswas in
he also received his master’s decharge of the meeting. Don Largree in art. He was a member
sen led opening devotions, and
of the Asher Student FoundaDr. Carlos Tapio-Ruano of the
Spanish Church closed with tion at MSU. Miss Wedemeier is
graduate of Lowell High
prayer.
cafetoriura.

a

The next delegate board meet- School.
An early spring wedding
ing will be held March 10 at the
Niekerk Christian Reformed planned.

is

Church.
East Saugatuck Christian Reformed Church

Historic East

Saugatuck Ganges

awards were presented. Mr.
Wightman was a former recipi-

Rev. Kilgren

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Lawson

Jr.

(Holland Photo^raphr)

Gives Talk at

The marriage of Miss Wilhel- peau de soie with chapel train.
mina Tervoort, daughter of Mr. The bouffant veil of elbow length
Douglas
Billings
accompanied
Ganges Home Club was enand Mrs. Richard Tervoort of was attached to a pillbox headtertained in the home of Mrs. Miss Sherry Mistell of W.M.U.
270 West 21st St. and William piece of re-embroideredalencon
“The Other Side of the MinKalamazoo
to
Detroit
the
past
The East SaugatuckChristian chapel on the east end was ad<^ H. Kirk Burd last Friday afterJ. Lawson Jr., son of Mr. and lace. She carried a cascade
istry" was the topic of the Rev.
weekend
to
attend
the
25th
wednoon.
Reformed Church will soon be ed.
Hilding Kilgren in his address
Mrs. William J. Lawson, Sr, of bouquet.
The hostess served dessert ding anniversary of Miss MisThe final service in the buildonly a memory.
Miss Marijo Tervoort, sister
to his fellow members of HolHolland, was solemnized Jan.
tell’s
parents.
The church building which ing will be held Feb. 27. A pub- lunch to eleven members and
land Rotary Club at their regu29 in the St. Francis de Sales of the bride, as honor attendant
The official Board and Comdates back to 1872 is slated to lic service of Thanksgivingis one guest. Following the lunch
and the Misses Colleen Lawson,
lar meeting Thursday noon.
Church.
be razed the first week in planned Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m. to the president,Mrs. J. S. Chase mission meeting of the Ganges Minister at First Methodist
Msgr Julian Moleski officiat- sister of the groom, and Kaye
March. Construction of a new which all former members are presided and the meeting opened Methodist Church was held Sun- Church, Rev. Kilgren stressed
ed at the double ring Nuptial Owen of Detroit as bridesmaids
$200,000church will begin invited. A former pastor, the with the group singing a patrio- day, Feb. 6 at 5 p.m. at the the counsel and guidanceactiviMass at 1 p.m. in a setting of were dressed alike in empire
March 15 and is scheduled ^or Rev. Simon Vroon, will address tic song and saluting the flag. church and was followed by a ties of today’s dedicated clergybouquets of gladioli and ferns. gowns of forest green velvet and
Mrs.
O.
L.
Ensfield
Jr.
read
potluck lunch. The special feathe gathering.
completionnext October.
Wedding music was provided by mortar crepe. They wore velvet
man in rendering a meaningful
The East Saugatuck congre- The congregation numbers ap- ‘‘The Rug Weaver,” for the Re- tures at the lunch were the service to his church and comthe Children’sChoir with Leland bow headpiecesand each cargation was established March proximately150 families,many ligious Thoughts. Each mem- presenting of a birthdaycake munity.
ried a single long stemmed red
Somers serving as organist.
ber responded to roll call with celebrating the birthdaysof
1, 1869, as a daughter church of them direct descendantsof
The bride, who was given in American Beauty rose.
“Preaching a sermon has bememories o f Lincoln. Mrs. Miss Edith Plogstard, Miss
of Graafschap ChristianReform- charter members of the church.
William Geer assisted the
marriage by her father,was atcome almost incidental," he
ed Church. The first building The church operates the Sauga- Jesse Runkel was program Glenn Phelps and Jesse Runkel said. “It is the call for help
tired in an empire gown of re- groom as best man while Dan
was destroyed by a forest fire tuck Christian Reformed Chapel chairman and she introduced and a going away gift given to from individuals and families, Miss Mary Ann Steenwyk embroidered alencon lace and Koop and Mike Lawson served
Mrs. L. J. Suydan to be the Mr. and Mrs. Craig Ensfield
on Oct. 9, 1871, a day after the where Clarence Disselkoenis
as ushers.
most of them not members of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Steenwyk
big Chicago fire. Holland city evangelistand supports the Rev. guest speaker of the afternoon. from the church. After the our particular church, that de- of route 3, Hudsonville,anFor the occasion Mrs. Terwas almost completely destroy- Edward Meyer as missionary in Mrs. Suydan is with the Michi- lunch there was a fellowship mands most of our time and ef- nounce the engagement of their
voort chose a mint green brohymn sing led by the choir died the same day fire swept the Tres Arroyos, Argentina, South ga« State University Cooperacade dress with brown accesfort.”
daughter, Mary Ann, to Donald
tive Extension Service and is rector Robert Coding with Toni
America.
East Saugatuck church.
sories and a yellow orchid corIn preparing himself for effec- A. Mannes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The present pastor, the Rev. Home Extension Agent on and Denise Gould at the organ tive service in this aspect of the
The present building was besage while the mother of the
Albert J. Mannes of 2093 104th
gun Jan. 10, 1872, with finan- John H. Bergsma, has been with Family Living and Homemak- and piano and a duet by Rev. ministry the clergyman develops Ave., Zeeland.
groom selected an emerald
ing for Allegan and Ottawa and Mrs. Lloyd Van Lente.
cial assistancefrom ClassisHol- the East Saugatuck Church
green and royal blue brocade
personalqualities and abilities The couple is planning an
Counties. The next club meetMr. and Mrs. Erwin Phelps that business and industry comsince
1960.
land, Christian Reformed
coat dress and a pink corsage.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Bakker
early fall wedding.
Church, and other individual The church plans a public ing will be with Mfc. Gertrude of Grand Rapids were Sunday pete for, the speaker said.
About 125 guests gathered at
of Central Ave., Zeeland were
Walker on Friday, Feb. 18. guests of their son and wife,
churches. The building was en- auction Wednesday, March 2, at
Jack's Garden room for a recepRev. Kilgren said there is a
honored at a party Thursday tion with Miss Sue Severson and
larged in 1882 and the tower 7 p.m. to dispose of miscellan- Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Ensfield Mr. and Mrs. Glen Phelps to shortage of 60,000 ministers at
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Wil- help them celebrate their first
evening on the occasion of their Jack Dozeman serving at the
was built in 1889. In 1917 the eous articlesand equipment.
present in the U. S. Despite
bur Ensfield and Miss Mary wedding anniversary.
The Rev. Walter Hekman 25th wedding anniversary. It was punch bowl; Mr. and Mrs.
this, he said, the ministry should
Ensfield, Mr. Robert Ensfield
not be considered as a career by conducted the morning service held in the Zeeland City Hall. James Me Dowall as master and
of Kalamazoo, Mrs. Craig Ensmistress of ceremonies; Miss
any person unless the compul- at the Christian Reformed
field and two sons and Mrs.
The party was given by their
Kathleen Lawson. Miss Cindy
sion is so irrestible that it pre- Church here on Sunday while
Bessie Ensfield at dinner Sunthe evening worship was in children,Mrs. Bonnie Bergman, Kirlin and Miss Monica Tercludes any other choice.
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
day in honor ' of Miss Mary
of Holland, Donald Bakker who
voort in the gift room and Gary
A. E. Hildebrand was pro- charge of G. Kieft. Services at
Ensfield’sbirthday.Trooper Thursday were Joe Rademais attending Western State Unithe
Reformed
Church
were
in
Lawson and Peter Tervoort at
gram
chairman.
Rev.
Kilgren
Craig Ensfield . joined his fam- ker, 2601 Lilac; Greg DeHaan,
versity, Kalamazoo, and Karla
A gasoline fire did extensive ily here Sunday night. They will 9972 Perry, Zeeland; Robert was introduced by the Rev. Wil- charge of Mr. Sanke, a student
the guest book.
at Western TheologicalSemi- and Karen Bakker at home.
For a short wedding trip the
The Van Raalte Avenue damage to two automobiles, sevliam C. Warner.
soon be located in their new C. Rininger II, 6332 146th Ave.;
nary at Holland. The Zylstra
smorgasbord dinner was bride changed to a shrimp colorSchool Mothers Valentine tea eral racks of tires, other auto- home in Jonesville.
Sandra Mast, 3690 28th St.,
sisters of Allendale sang at the served after which entertain- ed knit ensemble with black
was held Wednesday in the motive equipment and the inter- Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Runkel, Grandville (discharged same VFW Auxiliary Conducts evening service at the Reformment was provided by Warren accessories. The couple resides
ior of the Heights Standard SerMr. and Mrs. Robert Gooding, day); Jack Ten Brink, route 1, Regular Business Meet
school gym with approximately
ed Church.
Sides, ventriloquistfrom Grand at Cornell Courts in Ypsilanti.
vice Station, 755 East Eighth St.,
daughter Sarah and Miss Edith Hamilton; Scott Nichols, route
200 mothers attending.
Mrs. Nellie Dohm accompa- Rapids, and J. Vanden Bosch
The bride took nurses training
Friday.
A
total of 93 hours of comPlogstard were Sunday dinner 2, Hamilton; Rhonda WesterOpening remarks were given
The blaze started when em- guests of Mr. and Mrs. A1 Du- field, route 2, Hamilton; Henry munity service was given by nied Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Van- who sang several numbers ac- at Henry Ford Hospital School
by Mrs. Jerold Strabbing, vice ployes of the firm were taking a bussion and family in South Robert Vander Plow, 1255 Jan- the Veterans of Foreign Wars der Molen to Zeeland last week companied by his siter, Miss of Nursing in Detroit and now is
Tuesday afternoonwhere they Nancy Vanden Bosch.
a registered nurse on the staff
president of the PTA, and gasoline tank off a 1964 model
Haven to celebrate the birth- ice St.; Martin Jipping, 145 Auxiliary since the last meet- visited the Rev. and Mrs. M. J.
at Veterans Administration Hoschairman of the tea. Devotions car belongingto Ronald Lubing, accordingto a report givPresent
besides
their
children
day’s of Miss Plogstard and Mr. Reed Ave.; Mrs. Clarence Cofwere led by Mrs. Gus Veen- bers, 4757 40th St. Some gasoline Runkel.
en
at
the business meeting Duven. The Vander Molens al- and grandchildwere Joe Bak- pital in Ann Arbor. The groom
fey, route 1, Hamilton.
so called on Mrs. Sena Vander ker, Mr. and Mrs. John Bakker, is a senior at Eastern Michigan
stra.
spilled from the tank onto a serV*.
The Ganges Baptist Mission Discharged Thursday were Thursday evening in VFW
Wal and J. Walcott who are pa- Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Bakker, University in Ypsilanti and is
Post Home.
A program which combined vice light and started the blaze. Circle will be guests of the South
John Arnone, 129 East 13th St;
Three new members were tients at the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Diepen- a member of Kappa Phi Alpha
patriotic and valentinenumTwo employes of the firm who Haven Mission Circle on Wed- Mrs. Melvin Childress and
Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Vander horst, Miss Clarence Bakker, Fraternity.
welcomed and two reinstated.
bers was presented by all the were working in the garage ran nesday afternoon.
baby, 338 North Jefferson, ZeeMolen spent Thursday evening Mrs. Jeanette Postma, Mr. and
The groom’s parents enterpupils of the school.
outside. Neither was injured.
Sunday is a very special day land; Mrs. Harlow De Jonge Announcement was made of
the
Eighth
District meeting to with their relatives Mr, and Mrs. Minard Mulder, Mr. and tained at a rehearsal dinner at
Jan Osterhaven was the an- Holland firemen brought the in the Ganges Methodist Church. and baby, route 2, Hamilton;
be held in Portage Saturday Mrs. Henry Poskey at their Mrs. Ted Aalderink,Mr. and the American Legion Memorial
nouncer. Miss Evelyn Heffron s fire under control in about 45 It is Race Relations Day and
William Donley, 588 Azalea evening,Feb. 26. A bus will home at Jenison.
Park Clubhouse. The bride
Mrs. A1 Van Beek, Mr. and Mrs.
kindergartengroups presented minutes.
Boy Scout Sunday. The morn- Ave.; Mrs. Edward Easter and
Mrs. Wiersema of River Bend
entertained her attendants at a
be
chartered
leaving
about
4
Lyle
Mulder,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ing message will be on Race
two valentinesongs and “A
The other car, a 1959 model,
baby, 1530 Jerome St.; Janet
was a Sunday guest of her chilJames Vande Bunte, Mr. and bridal luncheon at Point West.
Flag Salute.” Other groups belonged to George Boerigter of Relations and is entitled “Mis- Groters, 206 East 16th St.; p.m. and anyone wishing to
go by bus is asked to call dren, Mr. and Mrs. F. Mol and Mrs. Harm Vande Bunte, Mr.
participating in the musical
ter You’re Speaking My Langnotice or MORTGAGE
Mrs. Dallas Hunley and baby, Mrs. Marie Roos.
118 Cambridge Ave.
Diane.
FORECLOSURE
and Mrs. Henry Victory and Mr.
uage.”
The
Junior
time
will
be
part of the program were Miss
Default having be«n made In the
Mr. and Mrs. Van Ess of and Mrs. Ed Delke.
No overall estimate of the for the Boy Scouts. The mes- 121 East 21st St; Ricky Jip- Following the business sesHelen Kuite’s and Mrs. Carole
conditions of a certain mortgage
ping, route 1; Mrs. John Lam, sion secret pals were revealed Jennisen were Sunday evening
Unable to attend were Mr dated the 4th day of January. 1965.
Wegner's first grade pupils. damage has been determined. sage will be “Micky Cohen."
99
East
34th
St.;
Mrs.
David
la Jr
fr. and
ests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
through
a
gift
exchange
and
gue
executed
Fred S. Todd,
Junior Langejans,manager of
and Mrs. Gerry De Groot and Laura M by
Mrs . Ann Notier’s second
Mrs. Lloyd Martin and aunt
Todd, huaband and wife.
J. Overway and baby, 894 new ones selected. Lunch was Wo
J
the station, said $3,000 worth of
Ionia Swift
grade pupils, third grade puMrs. Lou Miller of Allegan were
Lawrence Mulder from Calif- as mortgagor!
West 25th St.; Mrs. Ben Ten served by Mrs. William Gerrit
Mr. and Mrs. J. Biesbrook of ornia, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Homes. Inc., a Michigan corporatires was probably destroyed in
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Linton
pils in Mrs. Cena Roe’s and
tion. said mortgage being recorded
Cate, 851 Paw Paw Dr.; Mrs. sen and her committee.
Byron Center were Sunday dinthe blaze. There was also extenMrs. Deane Van Lare’s rooms,
Foote Saturday. Mrs. Miller is a
Haar. Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mul- January 29, 1965, and recorded In
Gary Klingenberg,654 North The rex* meeting will be ner guests of their parents, Mr.
sive
smoke
damage
to the office
Gertrude Zonnebelt’s
former neighbor of Mrs. Foote
der, Mrs. Joan Vande Bunte and Page 111. said mortgaif having
Shore Dr.
been assigned by Ionia Swift
held Feb. 24.
and Mrs. A. Biesbrock.
fourth grade, Mrs. Bertha of the station.
many years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Vanden Homes. Inc., as assignor, to United
Purlin
Vreeke
of
South
BlenSteve John will be host to
Dealers CorporaUon. a corporation
Mae Whitmer’s sixth grade
Heuvel.
don was a Sunday evening visof 1331 Frick Building.Pittsburgh.
the Methodist Youth Fellowship
room.
Following the party the hon- Pennsylvania,as assignee, said asitor at the home of his mothernext Sunday. All youth are inored couple left on an anniver- signment having been executed on
Mrs. Joy S i c a r d ’ s fifth
in-law
Mrs. Nick Elzinga.
sary trip to Florida and the January 29, 1965. and recorded In
grade pupils presented two
The Forest Grove church vited from the seventh through
Liber 377. Page 182. on February
A guest speaker, Mrs. Evertsthe
12th
grades.
southern states.
choral readings,“The King’s services last Sunday were in
3. 1965; said assignment having
berg,
a
retired
missionary
from
in
been assigned by United Dep'--s
Miss Cheryl Crane of W.M.U.
Tarts” and ‘‘February Born.” charge of John Wiers, a middler
Corporation,as assignor, to tha
Africa, spoke at the Guild for
The closing number was a in Western Seminary. His ser- Kalamazoo spent the week-end
Pittsburgh National Bank, as asChristian Service meeting in the evening visitorsat the home of
An
attentive
audience
gathercrowd
favorite.
It
had
been
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
signee. on March 17, 1965. and revalentine acrostic by the sec- mons were “Christ Teaches
Reformed
Church
last
Tuesday
relatives
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
Aalcorded In Liber 378. page 591, on
ed in Civic Center Thursday popular in Russia when a fellow
ond grade pupils in Miss Cath- Humility” and “Assurance of Richard Crane.
March 19. 1965; said assignment
evening.
derink
and
family.
night
for
a
piano
concert
in
the
artist
performed
it,
and
Lettvin
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Crane
ryn Janssen’s room. Miss Belle Salvation."The senior choir
having been re assigned by PittsMr.
Hibma
was
the
guest
Last Saturday afternoon Mr.
burgh NaUonal Bark, as assignor,
Kleinheksel was accompanist provided the morning music have arrived home from their Community Concert series by admitted to the audience that it
to United Dealers CorporaUon.,as
trip and stay of several weeks Theodore Lettvin, Cleveland was a difficult selection,but he and Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen speaker at the meeting of the
for the singing.
assignee,on the 22nd day of Deconducted by John Wagonmaker
artist who gave an outstanding had learned it and wanted to called on their sister-in-law, local Christian School Society cember. 1965. and recordedIn Liber
in California.
The social committee for the accompanied by Wayne Cotts.
which
met
on
Wednesday
eveMrs.
Delia
Poskey
at
the
Hud390 page 659. on January 7, 1966,
The Ganges Boy Scout Troqp performance of works by such play it. Difficult it was, with
tea included the Mesdames Monday evening a large group
and no suit or proceedingsat law
sonville
Rest
Home
and
on
Mr.
ning.
well
known
composers
as
No. 45 enjoyed a fishingtrip to
different time and tempo for
or In equity having been Instituted
Vernon Nienhuis, Dale Lange- attended the Medical Self Help
Brahms, Beethoven,Chopin, both hands. But its lively tune and Mrs. Henry Poll at their Thursday evening Rev. Van to recover the obUgation or any
Newaygo the weekend.
velde, Robert Borgman, Wil- class in the Hall.
thereof secured by said mortMr. and Mrs. Murray L. Cott Mozart, Schubert and Prokofieff. was catchy and rhythmic,and home in Hudsonville. They also Dyke was the speaker at the part
gage; there being due and unpaid
liam Dow, Lawrence England,
Playing on a special grand definitelypleasing to the audi- were recent visitors at the home meeting of the Borculo Chris-1 as of this date the sum of Ten
Thursday
afternoonthe Wo- of Casco were visitors in the
Martin Hardenberg and Therhome of her sister and hus- piano brought to Holland by the ence which responded with sus- of Mrs. Marian Vruggink and tian School PTA. His subject] Thousand One Hundred Forty-Four
man Holcombe. Table decora- men’s MissionarySociety met
02/100 Dollars($10,144.02),said
was “Christian Education In A and
at the home of Mrs. Dan Kluin- band, Mr. and Mrs. J. Serene Baldwin Co., Lettvin’s perfor- tained applause. His last encore Faith at South Blendon.
sum being over due and unpaid;
tions were furnished by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wood- Changing World.”
mance highlighted a number of was the familiar “Prelude in D
Chase.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
steker.
Marvin Jalving.
wyk are announcing the birth
Local Young People are re- that said mortgage will be foreMrs.
Serene Chase re- rather stormy compositions, the Minor” by Chopin.
Several local folks attended
closed pursuant to the power of
His more traditionalnumbers, of a son, Douglas James, bom minded that the deadline for ap- sale contained therein, and the prethe 50th wedding anniversary of ceived word that her sister, type which could go well with
Tulip Time Manager
i-sized symphony orchestras. all received with enthusiasm, at Zeeland Hospital on Satur- plications for the SWIM pro- mises mortgaged therein, described
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ver Beek Mrs. E. A. Stearns and friends, full-s
As a pianist,Litvin throws were two rhapsodies by Brahms, day, Jan. 29.
gram of the Christian Reform- as follows;
Speaks at Club Meet
in Oakland Wednesday after- Mr. and Mrs. Abe De Mink of
The North One (1) acre of the
Mrs. Van Spyker, Mrs. Van- ed Church is Feb. 15.
following description: North Five
Kalamazoo are located in Sara- himself wholly into his music. Sonata in E flat by Beethoven,
noon and evening.
(5) acres of East Quarter (EV«)
Speaking on “Behind the
The Rev. • Nicholas Beute, a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smalle- sota, Fla., for a month vaca- Holland’s audience Thursday Nocturne in D Flat Major by der Kolk, Mrs. Freriks and Miss
of Sout’iesst Quarter (SEVs) of
Scenes," William H. Vande gan spent the weekend up north tion.
night was fully in accord with Chopin, and two Impromptus by Evelyn Van Spyker, all of For- former pastor of the local
Northeast Quarter (NEMD except
the North One acre thereof, SecWater, Tulip Time manager near Newberry.
est Grove, and Mrs. Peter Cotts Christian Reformed Church,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Vincent the performingartist, experien- Schubert.
tion 16, Town 7 North. Range 14
told the American Business Club
p, Ottawa
Mrs. William Berghorat of and familv of Kalamazoo were< cing much of the emotion the Lettvin is leaving Cleveland of Jamestown spent Tuesdayl will conduct the services here West. Allendale Township,
group Thursday at their meetpianist put into his music.
County, Michigan,
next Sunday. The Belles now
today for Europe where be will with Mrs. Hattie Berghorst.
North Blendon spent a weekend Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
or as much as is needed to
ing at the American Legion
But he proved he had the light appear as guest artist with the
Mr. and Mrs. John Ver Lee serve a Canadian Church.
and Mrs. Robert Cunningham.
recently with Mr. and Mrs.
the debt for which said mortgage
Memorial Park Clubhouse many
of Jenison spent an evening last
Mr.
and
Mrs. Clyde McKellips touch too, as shown capably in
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kuyers Is security, together with legal
gal costa
Jacob Cotts and family.
interestingfacts relative to
two Mozart selections after the
week with their children Mr. spent Sunday evening with Mr. and charges of sale as providedby
Mrs. Arlene Timmerman has and family of this area, Mr.
law In said mortgage, will be bold
Tulip Time operation that are
and Mrs. James Earl and fam- intermission.Thev were a pleasand Mrs. Roger Ver Lee and and Mrs. O. Meeuwsen and fa- at public auction lo the highest
returned from the hospital and
never known by persons not
bidder April 20. 1916. at teu o'clock
ily, Alonzo McKellipsof Sauga- ing contrast to the more vigor- National Symphony.
tympno
Robin.
mily at South Blendon.
is improving slowly Mrs. John
In the forenoon Eastern Standard
closely affiliated with Holland’s
tuck, Mrs. Marjorie Snyder ous works in his first half of the
Meanwhile the Holland ComMr. and Mrs. L. Cotta of HudThe
local RCYF of the Re- Time on the
i front
front steps of the
Shoemaker is caring for her.
festival.
and sons of Douglas, Russell program.
munity Concert Association is sonville spent Wednesday eve- formed Church is sponsoringa Coun House in the
the City of Grand
He brought facts on festival
His final scheduled selection, getting ready for its annua! ning with their mother Mrs. hymnsing on Feb. 27 after the Haven. State of Michigan, said
McKellipof Ionia and Mr. and
Court House being the place for the
operations,housing and some of Road Restrictions Set
Mrs. Donald McGee of Holland Prokofieff’s“Toccata opus 11,” membership drive the week of Hattie Berghorst.
evening service. The public is holding of the Circuit Court
the problems facing the festi- GRAND HAVEN — Effective were Sunday guests of Mr. and electrified the audience with its April 11. Statementsof renewal Mr. and Mrs. Chas Mersman Invited.
the County of Ottawa.
This 11th day of January,
val tnis year, festival financing at 6 a.m. Saturday, weight re- Mrs. Donald McGee.
ultra-moderntunes and disson- for current members will be in of North Muskegon were Satur- I Mr. and Mrs. S. Snoeink of
and programming. The talk was strictions (or the 1966 season
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wight ances, a constant pounding of a the mail about March 1, New dry supper guests of their rela- Wyoming and Mr. and Mrs. N.
illustratedwith stories pertain- were imposed on all Ottawa man attended the Rural Lead- single bass note which proved members who join early will be tives Mr and Mrs. H. H. Ven- Kremers of Jenison recently
ing and relating to the festival. cot>r 'y roads, accordingto the er’s luncheon at East Lansing pleasant, not nerve wracking.
guests, at the final concert this der Molen
spent an evening with Mr. and
Vande Water was introduced Ottawa County Road Commis- on Wednesday, Feb., 2, where
One encore, Virgil Thomp- year when the IndianapolisSym- Miss Shirley Groen of Allen- Mrs. Ben Kuyers at their home
by club presided, Earl Welling. sion.
the DistinguishedAgricultural son’s "Ragtime Bass” was a phony appears March 17,
dale and friend were Sunday hem,
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7 Divorces
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GRAND HAVEN - The

mandmerns. Alter this dLcuxsion Jesus said to the people
‘ that nothing outside of a man
which goes into him can defile
but the things that come

George Kennan, retired
States diplomat, was recently oul of a
de^*'e
a witness before the Senate hlm ',For from with»n- of
Foreign ItelationsCommittee,
man' proceed
Among other matters, he talked ev'* thoughts’ these words of
about that problem that seems Jesus are important The speso often to disturb Americans, cific sms which Jesus mentions
prestigeAnd what he had to are common to every day life

j

urday have been announced by
Henry P. Vander Linde and Robert Cook, directors.The festival was held in Ionia.
First division winners in solo
numbers are as follows: Laurie Arens, violin; Kristin De
Haan, Bill Swieringa, clarinets;
Beth Brink, saxophone; Clark
Van Halsema, Nancy Ten Harmsel, Helen Fredricks, Mary Vander Hooning, Esther Heerspink
and Sue Frens, piano.

Haworth

Ensemble winners were Terry Slenk, Tom Smith, Glenn
Homkes, and Steven Brieve,
Steven Bouwman, David La

FASHION SHOW PRINCIPALS -

Junior Weifare League members Mrs. Robert Vai. Wieren
and Mrs. Richard Oudersluys Jr . general
chairmen of the style
of handmade
items left and second from left' assist Mrs.
George Moeke Jr and Mrs Chris Den Herder,
models, as they prepared to show fhe fashions

show

man*

<

^ear*

members of the Woman's Literary Club
Tuesday afternoon.The program was the an-

to

nual event the League gives each year to thank
the Literary Club for clubhouse facilities and
the support of League projects A tea preceded
, the style
1 Sentinel photo)

show.

Literary Club Delighted

fol-

lowing seven divorces involving years.
Boeve, Robert Steenwyk, saxonine children were granted in
He started Modern Products, phone duets. Eileen Dozeman,
Ottawa Circuit Court by Judge Inc., in 1948 and the firm now Carol Gunther; Bonnie Keen,
Raymond L. Smith Tuesday: employs approximately100 per- Peggy Ribbens; Pat Hoffmeyer,
Judy K. Lyttaker, Holland, sons. The company has a new Pat Smith; Gayle Kamer, Pegfrom James L. Lyttaker on a plant and offices on 32nd St gy Ribbens, flute duets.
cross-billand the plaintiff was and the US-31 bypass and manWinning second division for
given custody of two children. ufactures movable walls and

|

United

highlightedthe Junior High Solo
and Ensemble Festival list Sat-

Association, it was Wanda Grotenhuis,Carol
announced today by president Scheerhorn; Hilda Berghof, Evelyn Vander Kolk, Glenna VanVernon D. Ten Cate.
der Bie, clarinet trios; Dou
Haworth came to Holland in Zoerhoff, Randall Vogelzang an
1937 to teach school and taught Steve Oostdyke, Rusty Michmerin Holland High School for 11 huizen, comet duets; Brian

Court Grants

day Jesus had a discus-

....

Names of Holland Christian
Junior High School's first and
second division winners in solo
and ensemble events which

and Loan

sl°n al;)0U, eating
single
. i with unwashed hands which made
aubscrlptlonspayable In Advance Hjm say (hat the religious
and w I be promptlydiscontinued tf . „ . _ '
„ . .... 0
not
leaders put the tradition of
Subscriberswin confer a favor the elders before God's comm^n,lil*
9S.00; three months, fl.50,
copy, ioc
and possessions

Ensemble,

Grande, cornet trios; Nancy
Hietbrink, Leonard Vogelzang,
director of the Ottawa Savings trombone duet; Pat Brower,

els funeral chapel.

coat of auch advertisement•• th« tore says that sin is lawlessapace occupiedby the error
j- u
i
to the whole space occupied by aucb ness, disobedience, is a missadvertisement.
, in8 of the mark,

teems of

Win

Solo Events

Director

•d. publishers liability shall not ex- ! lure ln neology W6 speak 01
eoad such a proportion of the entire original and actual sin. Scrip-

^

In

Dies

G.

and lell inlo sin and hence we
plainly thereon,and m such case all are born with a sinful naif any error so noted is not correcti- ihp^lnov mjp snpnk nf

bears

Woman

Parker, 49, of 17907 Fruitport
Rd., Spring Lake died in her
home Tuesday afternoonafter
a lingeringillness. Her husband
Is owner-operatorof Harbor
Industries in Grand Haven.
She was bom in Lepsic, Ohio,
and lived in the tri-cities area
for about 20 years, coming here
from Grand Rapids. She was a
member of First Presbyterian
Church, its Agnes Koster circle,
the Woman’s Club, the Tuesday
Musicale and the Spring Lake
Country Club.
Surviving are the husband;
four sons, Ted of Grand Haven,
Tom of Trenton, N.J., Dennis
G.W. Haworth
of Philadelphia, Pa., and Greg
at home; a grandchild, and a
brother, Robert Bowman of
Grand Rapids.
Funeral services will be held
at 10:30 a m. Friday from the Is
church with the Rev. Albert G.
Parker III officiating.Friends
G. W. Haworth of 50 West
may call at the Kenkema-Bart- 27th St., has been elected a

I John 1:5-10
By C. P. Dame

Our

Pupils

GRAND HAVEN-Mrs. Henry

Man is a Sinner
7:20-23; Romans 1:18-21;

Mark

Spring Lake

Mary Boene of Zeeland from
Howard Boene and the mother

solos were George Molenaar
and Lu Anne Haveman, violin;
Richard Postma, drum; Ellen
West veer and Ken Bos, piano.
Ensemble second divisionwinners were Bonnie Keen, Hilda
Berghof; Lu Anne Slenk, Nancy Sikkel; Jane Vos, Linda
Rooks; Bill Swieringa, Mary
Deur, flute and clarinet duets,
Mary Deur, Marcia Vander
Ploeg; Arlyn Doezeman, Linda
Dornbos; Jane Vos, Gretchen
Otten; Nancy Todd. Marilyn
Ver Hoef; Peggy Vander Kooi,
Sandy Hop; Sara Vander Kolk,
Sherry Van Kampen, flute du-

partitions.

A graduate of Western Michiwas given custody of one child.
gan Universitywhere he obSaralee Hoffman of Holland
tained an A.B. degree, he re
from Melvin Hoffman, and the
ceived his master’s degree a!

Ambassador

God being holy punishes
Association
giVe"
much is said about
Haworth is director of the
Henry Holthuis of Holland
a vital issue in the presidential the love of God. The Bible
Holland Chamber of Commerce
Holds
from
Berta
Holthuis
and
the
deThe
talented
members
of
the
says
much
about
both
the
Handknit
sweaters
and
suits
campaign was whether or not
fendant may be known under and is chairman of the Holland
our prestige abroad had gone l°ve and wrath of God The Junior Welfare League came up were also modeled Scene-stealThe
annual meeting of the her maiden name, Hennelore IndustrialCouncil.He is a memwith
another
of
their
outstanders. as always, were children
up or down, and by what per- wrath of God is His reaction
ber of Hope Church and a memHolland Community Ambassa- Ungerman
centage We are always asking s*n- Nature teaches us that ing programs for the Woman's of League members, with many
ber of the Greater Consistory
dor
Association
was
held
MonJimray
r.
Weaver
of
Holland
ourselveswhat the African coun- a transgressionof the laws LiteruryClub when they pre- of the items made by grandday
evening
at
Herrick
Public
I from Helen Darlene Weaver of Reformed Church in Amerisented
a
style
show
of
handmothers, who were in the auditries will think about this or of
leads to disaster. The
and the defendantmay resume ca, having served the Hope
that, when often the natives of Blble tel]5 ^ about how God made articles Tuesday after- ence.
Church consistory for several
Dr.
Clarence
De
Graaf,
chairher
maiden name, Helen DarMrs. Ronald Dalman narrated
those countries haven't heard punished Israel, His people, noon at the clubhouse
“Sweethearts on Parade,'’ the ihe fashions as Mrs Delwyn man of the association,presided,lene Shumaker.
about the particular incident, again and again. The New
Married, the Haworths have ets: J!In, ^eve\,M*Iy
and probably wouldn't under- Testament teaches the truth theme of the show was aptly Van Dyke accompaniedwith P6, treasurer,Miss Corinne Betty L. Wing of Spring Lake
Pool,
announced
the
cost
of
the
from
Michael'Wing
‘
of
“Grand
five
children, Mrs. John (Lois Plano d^L S^rV® Y^€r
portrayed with a Valentine mo- appropriate music.
stand it if they had We often that God does not let -sin
1965
ambassador
program
was
Haven
and
the
mother
was
giv^mse)
EUis of Virginia Beach, T1"1
trombone' corn€t
tif
used
as
the
stage
setting
for
During
a
break
in
the
pro.
.
.
_
act like the self-consciouslady unpunished.Sin has sad con$975. Contributions for the 1966 en custody of two children.
Va • R|chard G., assistantsales uuxV
children.
the fashions Clever identifica- gram, Mrs Tom De Free.
who thinks everybody on the s^uences
street is checking up on her Man refused to accept the t*on ta8*s w*th arrows on hearts Junior Welfare League presi- program should be sent to Miss Venita ' Sue Vandenberg of manager at Modern Products. ^ ck M^chmerhui^n com^
Tom yTo WyTe',
knowledge concerningGod were part of the mixer which dent, thanked the Woman's Lit- Pool a, the First Nadooal HoHaod Hom Gjorge
Mr Kennan asked us to use which was his. The words, preceded the tea Names were erary Club for the use of the Bank.
Vandenberg and the mother
Kruithol, Pete H^kstra,. Come
a bit of common sense and to “Because that, when they knew matched with slips each member clubhouse and for the club’s Mrs. Harry Frissel was re- g‘ven custody of two children,
Mary Kathryn, eighth grader Knoll; Ken Visser, Jim De
continued support of their proj- elected to the board. New
begin to look at the world in a God. they glorified Him not received.
Jonge, comet duets; Anita De
at E. E. Fell Junior High.
Officers of the League poured ects. She also told of the many bers are Fred Veltman and rnunlp tfl
little different way. He said that a-s God, neither were thankNooyer, Donna dipping, violin
time passes rapidly, and six ful; but became vain in their at attractive tea tables featur- community services of the Ted Boeve. Officers of the as- v^uuP,t 'V /V\UrK
duet; Evonne Hekman, Linda
sociation were reelected and are
months will not only produce imaginationsand their foolish ing the red and pink Valentine League
Ter Horst; Helen Dykstra, Ten a
Mrs. Robert Van Wieren and Dr. De Graaf, chairman; Mrs. Anniversary
forgetfulness,but will also see h€art was darkened.” tell the theme. The tea was in charge
Bruinsma; Helen Fredricks, Lu
the rise of new questions that sad story of man’s failure. of Division I with Mrs. Nells Mrs. Richard Oudersluys Jr, Renr>' Steffens,secretary; Miss Mr and Mrs. Chris Reidsma
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Marti- Anne Slenk; Linda Rooks, Mary
Sin brings about
Mrs Rendert Muller, |Were 8enera, chalrmen (or ^Pool. treasurer
will call for the world’s concern.
of 252 West 11th St. who were nie are the grandparentsof a Vander Hooning, clarinetduets;
He asked us to overcome this cleavage between God and chairman
The
board
members win
will lueei
meet !?arr*ed
Feb- N>, 191U by the baby boy born
Mr. auu
and mis.
Mrs. Tom Volkema, Rick Vennema,
»V
.
«fvla chou; all
i lie uuui
u luciuDcrs
---- 7
UUIU to
lu mi.
brid«’s Gordon Martinie of Beaverdara. William De Waard, clarinet trio.
notion that everybody is turn- man. “God is light and in1 Models from the League show- sryie snow wim an League mem- March 1 and 2 to read the ap- Rev Lumkes in
handmad« su,t5- dresses, bers assistingin various phases plications and interview can- home in Holland. wiU celebrate Several relatives from this
ing around to see what we are Him is no darkness at all.”
doing.
People who walk in darkness, jumpers and granny gowns. of the program.
didates for the 1966 ambassador, ^h wedding anniversaryvicinityattended open house
/\e\ If mif
All applicationsmust be in be- entertainingFriday night the 45th wedding anniversary
Uc mUll
This is about as good a sense that is in sin cannot have felas we have heard in a long lowship with God. Only those
fore March 1. They may be ^lth a dlnner at Jacks Garden Mr and Mrs. William Hirdes of Hmc In fink
l/ICS III V/QK iQlK
time, and it is advice we ought who walk in the light enjoy
ValentineOrigin sent to Dr. De Graaf at
Their guests will be their chil- 1 Men’s Society will meet
DAD1, in „
to take seriously. For years fellowship with God and with
Admitted to Holland Hospital
infnrrwnfi/vn
,
dren, grandchildrenand great- dav evening at 8 n m Lessons 0AK PARK. HI — George E.
Great Britain had to do a num- people who walk in the light.
Informationon speaking ar- 1 grandc6hlldrenincludjng Mr8 and ?,
de Krulf. 81. of 627 Washinrtnn
Tuesday were Gertrude Boere.
say made some real sense
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ber of things that didn't seem Sometimes Christians fall into
14 and 15 in the December FedL81’
ofL627 WJash,n«t«1
eration Messenger will be stu- BN’d., Oak Park, died at his
to enhance its popularity, but sin and lose touch with God. 348 West 17th St; Peter
home Tuesday. The de Kruif
the British don't bother too Confession of sin restores fel- Schippa,860 Paw Paw Dr.;
Gilberto
R.
Campos,
454
East
Edwin
Holstege
met
with
an
[amdv •sPen' r^any summers at
much about this. They knew lowship with God and brings
accident while at work last Fri- Macatawa Park,
that there were matters more about cleansing from sin. This Seventh St.; Stanley Skorski,
home of Mrs. L. Williams for
Cindy, Mrs. Cheryl Siegers, day. He was taken to the Zee- K ^
importantthan popularity.Com- is passible because Christ made 1254 Howard Ave.; Mrs. RichKrUlf uwas
a
program on “Valentines”.
Calli. Lonna, Mr. and Mrs. land Hospital. He injured
ard
Van
Dine,
6348
144th
Ave.;
and a^tic
munist countries, notably Rus- atonement for sin on the
Mrs. Howard Graves presented Mrs. Kruithof Reviews
Vernon Reidsma, Jim, Ruth, broke his arm He was releas- director
College in 1904
sia, have been in some hot cross. We need constant cleans- Henry Baumann, 187 Timberwood, Thor a Pedersen, 364 the program. Mrs. Graves star- Book at Guild Meeting
Debbie. Carla, and Bruce Masse- ed from the Hosoita’ Saturday and was consultant during the
water, but after some months ing.
ted the hobby of collectingvalF
y buildingof Carnegie gym on the
link, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Reid- evening.
Michigan
Ave.,
Kathy
Wise,
the world seems to have forToday many people deny sin
entines after her daughter, Joyce
sma,
Tom
and
Paul.
Mr.
and
About
125
women
attended
the
630
West
20th
St.;
Mary
Hoegotten.
or minimize it or refuse to
was born on Valentine’s Day. meeting of the Trinity Women’s Mrs. Dale Reidsma, Ricky and
Former diplomat Kennan has accept responsibility for it. zee. route 2, Hamilton; Keith
Her collection includes many Guild for Christian Service last Heidi, Mr. and Mrs Roger
had a lot of experience,and Many blame heredity, environ- Conklin,384 West 18th St.;
beautifuland historic valentines. Tuesday evening when Mrs. Reidsma, Steve and Eric, Mr
Donald
Myaard,
240
East
11th
Bauer. Her address is 5005 son, Willard Rice de Kruif
first hand experience. We might
migti
ment and circumstances.Our
She has 850 of the postcard Bastian Kruithof gave a review and Mrs. Russel Reidsma,
of St. Louis, Mo.; eight grandSt
;
Lori
Jacobs,
14670
Port
Bauer Rd.. Hudsonville. Mich.
save ourselves a lot of trouble day needs to face the fact of
type and 1.500 old valentines, of the book “Up the Down Lance and Molly, Mr. and Mrs
Mr and Mrs. Roger Nykamp children; two nieces in Holland,
by listeningto what he has to sin more clearly and realize Sheldon; Mrs. Elmer Wissink,
which she has collected from Staircase" by Bel Kaufman.
Vincent Reidsma, Carl and are the parents of a baby boy Mrs. Mayo Hadden and Mrs.
say We can’t take seriously that the gospel is the remedy. 323 West 30th St.; Peter Mar- many sources.
Martha.
tinie,
route
1,
Allendale.
Miss
Kaufman’s
book
is
a
born Friday, Feb. 11, at the George Pelgrim; one nephew,
every fleeting bit of scorn or
Mrs. Graves said an Italian compilation of notes from her
Other guests will be Mr, and
A. Donald Leenhouts, Orlando,
Zeeland HospitalMrs. Nykamp
Discharged Tuesday were
popularity. Both will pass away.
Credit Union Members
Fla.
monk by the name of Valentine students,fellow teachers, letters Mrs. Donald Reidsma. Jay and
Ernes* Kennedy, 654 West
is the former Marlene Vanden
Attend Dinner Meeting Eighth St.; Yaple Smith, 261 lived about 270 A.D. Early Chris- from friends and her own diary. Craig, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Reid- Bosch.
tians were persecuted and he She writes of experiencesand sma and Mike, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
sical
24th St.; Mrs. Larry Van
Faith and Nancy Harper from
PT
Some 450 Holland Central West
went to their aid for which problems she encounteredwhile Barber, Dan and Jeff, Mr. and
Wieren and baby, route 2,
Belmont spent a weekend at the .
r
Trades Credit Union members
he was sent to prison. A little teaching in a New York high Mrs. Harry Covington.Linda.
Prog'
Hamilton, Carolyn Mack, 2274
home of their sister and
F
attended a dinner at the West
girl visited him in prison and school.
Susie, Steve and Joey and Mrs.
husband. Mr. and Mrs.
^ ‘-ICLUUri
54th St., Fennvilie; Mrs. Mack
Ottawa Cafetorium Saturday
Anthony
Van
Dort who was Mrs.
in gratitude he wrote a poem
Mrs Gordon Van Oostenburgln
....
Payne and baby, 717 53rd St.;
with Herman Jurries, president,
Kl£eh87
,
Waukazoo School held its PTA
which be signed, “From your gave the invocation at the pot- Hcidsma s bridesmaid,
Henry Lugers, 149 West 16th
v,,,?' 7’ it a?d.M!?\Egbertmeeting Thursday evening. ParDonald Piersma.director of presidingand Alfred Hietbrink St ; John Steininger, 434 Col- Valentine”. Thus the custom of luck dinner precedingthe proleading
d
ading devotions.
sending valentines was originat- gram and business meeting. 1 Police Ticket Driver
ebra,ed thnr ”*h
with the teachersin
physical education, and Paul
lege Ave.; Mrs. Abel Van Dyke.
wedding anniversary On Fri- ,he classrooms from 7:30 to
ed.
Lawrence
J.
Matros,
m
ana351
East
Berta, elementary.school conMembers of the Dorcas and ! Holland police ticketed Alvin day evening, Feb. 11, Mr. and 8 p m
Seventh St.; Mrs.
The early valentines were all
Mary Circles were in charge of G. Ter Horst, 19, of HudsonvilleMrs. Kuyers and their children! Gifts recently nnrrh^ed hv
. t?n,’B,ul‘refealurcd speakers
th? Central Cr.edit !Inion LanY Cramer, 1682 South
hand made. Ruth Web Lee
at the Februarymeeting of the
S!T^' ,r\HShore Dr : Kevin Alois, route wrote a book on the “History of the meeting. Mrs. Ronald Nien- for making an improper right had a family dinner at Van the PTA vvere displayed in the
Longfellow school PTA on Tueshuis conducted devotions and turn after the car he was drivthe Mlclu' 2. Hamilton; Katherine Coopday evening in the school gym- gan Credit Union League. [er, 740 van Raalte Ave.; Car- Valentines”. The first Ameri- Mrs. Harold De Fouw, guild ing and a car driven by Larry RTt' HReSlaSrantin J'eeland.fTa
irsday Mr. and Mrs. recorder, record-player and a
nasium
Jurries conductedthe businessmen Alvarez. 308 West 12th can valentines were made in president,was in charge of the G. Arendsen,19, of Hudsonville James Van Laar. and daugh- supply of left-handed scissors.
1835 in the Eastern part of the businesssession. The speaker collided on East Eighth St. at
Ihe devotional part which meeting at which time all in- St.; Jack Ten Brink, route
JJrs
Hoi- The members elected new ofphysical education plays in life cumbent board members were Hamilton;
Russell country The custom of sending was introducedby Mrs. Jake Lincoln Ave. at 9:23 p.m. Tuesstege and daughterleft by car fjeers for the coming year.
postcards
started
in
1892.
i day.
was explained by Piersma He reelected. They are Paul Van Schmelzer,803 West 24th St
for Texas where both Mr Van They are Roger Johnson, presialso outlined the program as I'M and J. Gerald Van Lente,
Laar and Mr. Holstege will be dent; Dr. Glenn Petroelje,vice,
it is developedin schools and on the board of directors; Minemployed for a couple weeks.
Public Relations Head
president; Mrs. Wesley Kuyers,
told the im|>ortanceof physical eard Klokkert on the credit
secretary; Mrs. John Visser,
fitness for all ages through’daily <’(>mmittee and Herm Vander Named at Hope College
treasurer.
Maat on the supervisorycomFollowingthe business meetMrs. Wilma L. Bouman has
Berta. assisted by the fifth mittee
ing the fourth grade class sang
been named temporary director
nvklf
Mrs. Isla Van ,lohn ver Hulst, treasurer, jm- of public relationsat Hope
several rousing patroiticselecvar,ous nolln(ed the Central Trades
tions.
College. She succeeds Charles
Mrs. Elmer De Boer, Noble
ikpH u ' nfSS tef ,whlcb are Grcd|t I’nion is now an organiProgram for the evening was
Rock
who
resigned
from
the
Grand of the Erutha Rebekah
X™, Hnef 6t.r.essed lh® impor- zation of over one-half million
a film on birth defects entitled
position in January.
Lodge, conducted the business
°L thlS proSram m dollars The new building on
“Extra Measure” presented by
meeting of the lodge Friday the Ottawa County campaign
1 "l,eVer>' lives Ea!’1 24th St. is near comple- Mrs. Bouman. a Holland
Mephen Scott, president,pre- lion
Christian High School graduevening. Lodge Deputy Mrs.
chairman, Hannes Meyers, and
ate. began working at the colWilliam Orr gave instructions Mrs. Loretta DeWaard, execumeeting1 ,h<! re8Ular bUSmcSS Enl<'rli""ment was given by
on procedures and formations tive secretary.
Sprvino nn
,b(‘ Sl,arianairesquartet, state lege in the office of President
Calvin Vander Werf about 15
and conducted the rehearsal
tee were Mrs RaymnnH™!?111 chi,mPlons ^ C(>mic barbershop
months ago. She is a graduate
precedingthe meeting.
of the Holland Secretarial
Mrs. James Crowle, Mrs.
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Girls Service League

Meets at Rose
Members of the

Park

Sam

School.

u». «...
Hitting Station Wagons

Hilblom and Mrs. Orr
were named to the investigating committee.
Mrs. Goldia Fox was presented a Past Noble Grand pin in
recognition of her services of

Prior to her assignment here

Bouman had served as
GRAND HAVEN - A Grand setr‘>taryof the Mich«gan
Haven driver was charged with Commisiion on Education,
Mrs.

8rouP

failure to stop in an "assured v°iuntary
Girls League c,ear distance after his 1953 interestedin

educators

the past year.

Improving aca-

Park Re- car craahed into two parked dem'c standards in Michigan
formed Church met Monday station wagons on Washington on the primary and aecoridary
St. at 11:45 p m. Friday. levels.
Sandy Meengs and Linda Dit- John William Fox. 22, Grand She had a*so be*n 1 member
mar were on the program com- Haven driver of the car. was of the Senate of the Council
mlttee for a preaentation coo- treated for bruises in Mumci- for Basic Education, an organcerntng the mission theme “Mia- pal Hospital and released. His IIalion based In Washington,
won„ - The Christian's Call- car was a total
» C.
mg. ’The record “God’s Stuff” The station wagons, parked

Mrs. Cameron

for Service of Rose

evening.

loss

1

---

!LjWai n*rr#led m ,he ,00° b,(Kk on Wa*hta|. Marriage Licenses
by Mr* A1 Poppin, missionaryton, were owned by
ou.V. il»iv
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Cranmer,

Borculo

Larry J. Redder has requested the transfer of his membership to the Maranatha Christian

Reformed Church of

Holland,

Michigan.
Miss Joyce Essenburg,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John 'i

hobo breakfast chairmYii “read senll"r*. »"d p«t'r Meyer were
her report and reminded mem- united in marriage in Grand
bers of the card party to be Bapids on Jan. 8.
Mrs. John Busais is confined

held at the Hilblom home

and

*

Pl«n. wore discuaaed on u,b*r|llb“n'*'0llOWm| *
making a more concerted
l u
organized method of remom Riders Conference was held

HE8TA COURT —

Thtao fivb young women
were •MfilM from a group ol 18 m conuwtilion
lor queen o( the Mexican Pifwia to be held in
Holland on May 5 In the too row (MK to right)
are Miu Alicia Arrendoodo and Mi»» Diane
h ujillo In the Ironi juw ileft to right • are Mot
Jame Medellin.. Mite Dorthy Hanurei and Mina
Maria Klera STUa ail
Holhmi 01* of ,
tiie te live will be queen and the other low her

mm

court. They will ride on the Tulip Time float
ol the Spaman peaking people of the communily. The candidalee, who were telecled
latl Wedneaday in Waahiniion School gym,
were hoimred at a Spanith dance un Saturday
ai American Legion Memorial I’ark Club Mutie
by Lee Morale* and hit orchealra Mit.
I.upiia Heyet ta chairman ot ihe Mexican
kwata aclivtuna.
i*

K^

-

Mr. Wtlter Vm Vulpen wu
£,,**? lh* ,p?*ker-, •warded the nty.lery
0,1 Thur,d'>
• program of coined alidea oo
Helre*hlnenl, were served el
Australia will be shown by Rev.
Vnlentlne-decoriled tables by
Morren U is sponsoredby the

p.ck^
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Engaged

International

Home Ceremony

in

In

Coming Here

dent
will

of Rotary

make

presi-

crackingat the

Jt

International,

vention of Rotary district629.

I

The AllendalePublic School,
6561 Lake Michigan Dr., was
also broken into Sunday night
or early today, but nothing was

Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Timmer
of 1154 96th Ave. announce the
Accommodationsfor 1,500
engagement of their daughter,
visitors are being sought in HolJudi, to Lynn R. Cole, son of
land and surrounding communiMr. and Mrs. Harold Cole of
Codridge, W. Va.
30.

Miss

Timmer

is a 1963 gradu-

ate of Zeeland High School and
is currently employed at Holland Market Basket. Cole, who
was graduated from high school

in 1963, is presently employed
at

Thomas Batts, Inc.,
An April wedding is

Mary

of 976 East 24th St.

mums

and

1965.

Plans are being made for
June weddinp.

Wiersma

yellow roses.
Attending the groom

spiral candelabra Miss Sharon

was

his

brother,Thomas Wiersma.
Rose Jaarda was married to
The bride's mother wore
Lt James Allen Wiersma.
blue metallic suit with match
The Rev. John Bergsma of ing accessories while the
the East Saugatuck Christian groom’s mother wore a black

Reformed Church performedthe
double ring ceremony for the
daugther of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Jaarda, route 5, Holland,
and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Wiersma, route 2,
Hamilton, on Jan. 17 at the
Jaarda home.
Wedding music was provided
by the bride’s nephew, Leon

figured nylon dress with match
ing accessories.Their corsages

Dr. C.P.H. Teenstra

ties, accordingto A. G. Buys,
president of Holland Rotary
sweetheart roses.
At the reception following at Club.
Dr. Teenstrais one of the
Jack's Garden Room, attendants
were master and mistress of Netherlands’ best known physiceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin cians. Educated at Groningen
Davis, Jr.; gift room. Mr. Unievrsity, he received his deand Mrs. Jarvis Zoerhoff,Merle gree in 1930 and almost immed-

consisted of carnations and

H

Jaarda and Linda De Zwaan;
The bride escorted by her punch bowl, William Wiersma
father wore a floor-lengthgown and Barbara De Jonge. Judy
of antique satin featuring an Wiersma passed the guest book.
For their wedding trip to
empire bodice and modified
sheath skirt.
hem-length Oklahoma the bride changed to
panel edged in Venice lace fell a navy blue knit dress and a
from under a back waistline orchid corsage from her bridal
bow. Her bouffant shoulder bouquet.
The bride is a graduate of
veil of imported illusionwas
held by a cluster of romance Holland Christian High School
roses in Venice lace leaves. She and Kellogg Community School

iately entered his life’s work,
the treatmentof osseous tuber-

Zoerhoff.

culosis.

For more than 30 years he
has been associated in various
official capacities with the
Juliana-Oord Sanatorium in
Laren near Amsterdam.
In 1960 Queen Juliana appoint-

A

a

carried

a

ed Dr. Teenstra an officer in the

Joe Moran.

Mrs. Veltman

80

HUDSONVILLE

French

Program

in-

Dies in Douglas
William R Sim-

her daughter,Gloria Jean, to Ruth Simmons of Chicago; a
Ronald L. Zylstra, son of Mr. sister-in-law,Mrs. G. Russell
and Mrs. Lambert Zylstra of Simmons of Saugatuck; two
263 Wall St., Zeeland.
nieces, Mrs. F.
Young of
A fall wedding is being Niles and Miss Elizabeth Sim-

G

planned.

mons

in Spain.

The greatest meat eaters in
the world— figures include organs and poultry— are said to
be the Uruguayans.

still

is

licenses will also be oo
office

West
their annual

Lee Bronson of Douglas is
presently stationed at a
Naval Air Station near Memphis, Tenn Bronson completed hiii basic training at
Great Lakes, III hi December, and spent a 17-day leave
with his tamily betore reporting lor special training at

at Point West
Included in the group were
the Mesdames Jay Schipper,
Wilbert Brondyke, Harold
Hoedema, Jerell Bos, Kenneth
Bomtema. Arthur Davies, Rog-

Boyd De

'iX-- Zwaan

Boer, Ar-

and

Ralph

Holtrust

Mrs
ibl* to

Kenneth Plan: wai un

MUmkl

RAISE $50 FOR VIET

NAM -

A

siitfi grodt

Sundoy School

riosi of First Mothodiit Church after o lesson on Christian
lleae'i Viet Nam hamlet
Hope Coll
more then $50 out of allowance*and
such
(it project* u» shoveling snow, babysitting and running
errands. Here, Undo riuyd presents o gift to Jocbte Pham,
• Vietnamese student ot Hope CoHefe, wbilo Hi* teacher,
Mu. PoMf Ugen, looks on.

witnessing adopted
protect

end

raised

I

Townsend and Linda Noyd. Seated

in first row, front to tear,

ore lynette Neff, Carol Crane, Cindy laker and Mary
Dressel; second row, Anito loyless, Marsha lowte, Sandro
Morrin, Carolyn Von lente, Karen Petroelje; third row,
Joey lores. Mark Hoedicke, Rendoll Kutpers, Wayne Elhart,
Tom Miles, fourth row, John Lugten, Steven Van Huts,
David Chomnesi, Roy Moollei and John Dick.
(MoJfand Photography photo)

.
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25 West 9th St.
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Hats Off!

Is

get-together Thursday evening
Mrs.

husband Max. The members
serenaded both Max and Agnes

caller.

Nurses Hold Annual

Broi.son,

ance policy. Ask
me about ittoday.

Feature of the evening was a
surprise birthday cake presented by Millie Kiernan for her

and a dish to serve
12. Coffee will be furnished.
The next swingeroo dance will
be held February 26 with Wayne
Anderson of Cadillac as the

$625,257.62. •

Jack

the table.

table service

collection.

NAVY -

sation heart candies completed

be held Feb. 25 at the Van
Raalte School gym at 6:30 p.m.
Families must bring their own

be paid at the treasurer’s office through Feb. 28.
After that date the bills are
turned over to the counties for

AA, son of Mr. and

EDUCATION FUND

ing.

square dancers and their friends
at a potluck supper. This is to

taxes could be paid without a
three - per cent penalty. The
bills with the penalty charge

IN

consis-

ted of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Boeve,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry HuLsebus,

Zelenka from Grand Haven will
be showing his films and slides
on his African Safari trip to all

cent of the total levy.
Monday was the final day that

Ten nurses held

—

Special announcement was
made at this dance that John

collected Monday at
the city treasurer’soffice bringing tax collections to 87 per

at Point

Mrs.

days that day.

was

Meet

and

Nieboer, both celebrating birth-

total of $59,905.65 In winter

Dog

Mr

Klatz, all from Hart; Mr.

G

Tax Collections
Reach 87 Per Cent

sale at the treasurer’s
through February.

Ken

juries in the accident.

and Mr. and Mrs. William StratThe serving table was in a
mons, 75, of 422 Hoffman St., valentine decor. Red netting Th’at's just one of the good’
Gloria Jean Brower
died Friday night in Douglas covered a white lace tablecloth things you can provide for
Mrs. Nicholas
Brower of Hospital where he had been a and was centered by red and your child with a State
138 Park St., Zeeland, an- patient for four weeks
white carnations. Red candles Farm Junior Pronounces t h e engagement of
Surviving are one sister, Miss and dishes of valentine conver- tector life insur-

DOUGLAS -

Calvin

The total collected so far
$543,350.75.The total levy

John Gebhart,

The lunch committee

William R. Simmons

Langejans.

can

their participation.
Attending as guests with Mr.
Quinn were Mr. and Mrs.
George Merrifield,Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Dellingham,Mr. and Mrs.

the guests of the John Zelenkas.

All are under the directionof

taxes

from Holland police for failing to
yield the right of way after the

car he was driving struck the
side of a car driven by Harold
John Quinn, guest caller from E. Dreuth, Jr., 25, of 501 West
Ludington, presenting a fast- 22nd St. at Diekema Ave. and
21st St. at 11:35 a m. Saturday.
pace, challenging variety of inDreuth and his three-year-old
tricate pattern dances to keep
son, Michael, who was riding in
the eight squares of dancers inthe car, both received minor interestedand enthusiasticin

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brolick

gress last year.

Timmer, alto saxophone duet;

Second divisionwinners

Police Give Ticket
Guy E. De Camp, 26, of 161
East 18th St. received a ticket

Swingeroos

Hold Dance

net trio; Barb Daniels, Sarah
Others winning in the first Wright, Colleen King and Didivisionwere Patty Meyers and anne Kammeraad,flute quartet.

A

ments.

h

octet.

tet.

costs of $150 He surrendered his
operator’s licenseto the court.

and Mrs. Dick Lindsay from
Shelby and Mr. and Mrs. Don
Pierce from Stony Lake. Atqualify for some federal funds
tending from Grand Haven were
under a new law passed by Con-

Home

Sharon Veele, Karen Van Slooten. Lynn Grebel and Dianne
Vanden Brink, clarinet quar-

conviction from a justice court
in Grand Haven township,
pleaded guilty and paid fine and

At the close of the meeting
e Goodfellows Foundation
handed the club a check for
The Swingeroo Square Dance
$2,500 to start the club's work Club held a dance Saturday, at
on the “Tot Lot.”
the Waukazoo School gym with
t

The Board of Public Works
Monday approvedsending a preliminary applicationto the Federal Housing and Urban Development Administrationfor
funds to aid in Holland's sewer
expansion program
Guy Bell, superintendentof
public utilities, said Holland’s
$1.9 million sewer program may

Injured

Succumbs

Norman Meyer, 34, Allendale,
who appealed a drunk driving

calling the college.

President Rodger Stroop announced that the plans for the
Home Show were progressing.

For Sewer

Win Honors

ty Dams, flute and clarinetduet; Patty Routing and Patty

of $50.

Gives Program

Apply for Funds

Musicians

Updegraff and

in a breaking and entering case,

was placed on probation for 18
montns. He also must pay costs

—

West Ottawa

Tom

Lynn Brault, 18, Grand Haven,
charged with theft of two rings
from a Grand Haven apartment

Hope College

mayor

bou- Okla

Esther Johnson, flute and clarinet duet; Nancy Anys and Pat-

costs.

Gerald Allen Comstock, 17,
Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to
car theft and Mrs. Susan Fetterhoff, 23, Munising, pleaded
guilty to passing bad checks in
Hollan
lolland and Grand Haven. Both
sis.”
ter builder, and Aline Solness were released on their own rePreceding the musical pro- respectively.
cognizanceand will return for
gram, Joe Moran presenteda
The leads will be supported sentence March 5.
detailed report on the Family by Craig Holleman as Knute
Play Park which is to built Brovik, Rick Rietveld as
Past Matrons Have Meet
on the southern edge of the Brovik's son Ragnar, Faith
city. The Exchange Club has Swets as Kaja Fosli and Charles At Home of Mrs. Hays
taken as its service to Holland Van Ark as Dr. Herdal.
The Past Matrons of the Star
the building and furnishing of
According to director James of Bethlehem, Chapter No. 40,
the “Tot Lot.” This is an area Malcolm, two main ideas are
were entertained at the home
70 by 100 feet in size. It will interwoven in all of Ibsen’s
ot Mrs. J. Hays, 62 West 11th
the supreme impor- St., on Thursday evening. TwenyPNI be located at some distance plays
Miss Mary Anys
from the areas given over to tance of the individual to dety-one persons attended the
Patricia Kay Twining
baseball and other vigorous velop and enrich himself if an
meeting.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Anys of The engagement of Miss Pa- sports. It will contain horizon- enlightened
society is to surMiss Margaret Murphy, presroute 1, West Olive, announce
tricia Kay Twining to Amok tal bars, a playhouse,bucking vive and the belief that the only ident, conducted the business
the engagement of their daughR. Hillman II has been an- broncos, a sand pile and many final wrong that can be com- meeting which was followed by
ter, Mary, to William Miller,
nounced by her parents, Mr. and other features and a parking mitted is denial of love.
a social hour.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay
Mrs. Harold Loew Twining of lot nearby.
Curtain
time
is
8
p
m.
Tickets
Mrs. Norman Simpson receivMiller of 495 Lincoln Ave.
Byron Center. Mr. Hillman is
Jack Aussickerof the visual may be purchased in the base- ed the mystery package.
An April wedding is being the son of Mr. and Mrs. Areducation departmentof the ment of Van Raalte Hall or reMrs. Thomas Fox and her
planned.
nold R. Hillman of Black Moun- Holland public schools assisted servationsmay be made by committee served the refresh-

Church.
of the city, visited HolHer husband died in February
land during Tulip Time of 1964,
and
addressed the Holland of 1953.
cluded Craig De Vries, piano
Surviving are a son, Frederick
Rotary Club at that time Mayor
solo; John Conatser, saxophone
J. Veltman of Grand Rapids;
Boot was instrumental in persolo; John Ditmar, cornet solo;
one daughter, Mrs. Edwin
suading Dr. Teenstra to make
Craig Stoel and Tim Empson,
(Jean) Oudman of Holland; five
his precedent-shattering visit
trombone duet; Dennis Oostergrandchildren, James Oudman
baan and Steve Hopkins, trom- here.
with the Armed Forces in Viet
The local convention commitbone duet; Priscilla King and
Nam and Lynn and Kim Oudtee is headed by Robert N. Mills,
Students from West Ottawa Marla Jansen, violin and cello
man of Holland. Kirk and Dawn
assisted by Guy Bell and RanJunior and Senior High School duet; Cheryl Veersma and DiVeltman of Grand Rapids; one
dall C. Bosch, meeting places,
participated in the District 10 anne Vanden Brink, clarinet
sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry Meijer
Carl Marcus and Roger BurnMichigan School Band and Or- duet; Tom Anys and Jim Tenof Grand Rapids and one brothham, decorations; Dr. Carl
ney,
clarinet
duet;
David
De
chestra Associationsolo and
er-in-law,Louis Boonstra of HolCook, hospitality;Lary Wade,
ensemble festivals held Satur- Feyter and Stanley Van Liere,
land; several nieces and
Rotary Anns; Willard C. Wichcornet duet; Sandy Beelen and
day, Feb. 5.
nephews.
ers, housing; A. G. Buys, transThe junior high festivalwas Kristy Coffman, flute duet, and portation;Jack Smith, food and
held Saturday in Ionia High in the third division,Jim Tib- refreshments;Rogert Rietberg,
Girl, 4,
School. First division winners bits, cornet solo.
entertainment;Fred Coleman,
First
Division
winners
in
the
for solos included Margaret
budget, and William J. MurDaniels, cello; Priscilla King, senior high festival held Feb. doch, publicity and promotion. In Fall at
5
in
Hamilton
High
School
inviolin; Esther Johnson, clariGlenn Olsen of Grand Haven,
Lori Jean Jacobs, 4. daughter
net; Sharon Wennersten,string clude Tom Huisman, cornet so- governor of district 629, is assisof
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Jacobs,
bass; Keith Kleis, violin; Steve lo; Robert Meppelink, trombone ting in an advisory capacity.
14670 Port Sheldon Rd„ is in
solo;
Dianne
Kammeraad,
flute
Hopkins, trombone; Rebecsatisfactory conditionat Holca Hayward, saxophone; Rob- solo.
land Hospital with an abdomSecond divisionwinners in the
ert Mooi, cornet; Dennis Niviinal wound she receivedwhile
senior high festival were Rita
son, piano.
King, violin solo; Wendy Scheiplaying in her back yard about
at
Juniors winning first division
bach and Sharon Allen, Flute
11:30 a m. Tuesday.
in the ensemble divisionincludduet; Rita King and Betty
Ottawa sheriff’s deputies said
- Mrs
ed Keith Kleis, Robert Brewer,
Rowhurst, violin duet; Joan Gar- James (Johanna) Veltman, 80, the girl apparentlyfell on a
Priscilla King, Don Wennersten,
brecht and Joyce Prince, clari- formerly of 120 West 10th St. sharp object. Deputies have not
Sharon Wennersten, Margaret
net duet; Mary Goosen,
ear|y Tuesday at the determinedwhat object she fell
Daniels, Marla Jansen and Vichorn solo; Rose Maka, Joyce Hudsonville Christian Home on.
ky Bakker who formed a string
Prince, Joan Garbrecht,clari-

She

James Ruiter, 23, Ferrysburg,
who had appealed a justicecourt
convictionin connection with
an unlawful entry case, pleaded
guilty and paid $80 in fine and

Theater Sets
ACappellaChoir plcy by Ibsen

Order of Orrange-Nassau
tain, N. C.
Dr. Teenstra joined the Rotary
Miss Twining is a graduate
where she had been a resident
carried a bouquet of white scat- of Nursing. The groom is a Club of Hilversum in 1940 and
for the past year.
of Spring Arbor College and is
tered mums and ivy around a graduate of Holland High School became president of the interBorn in the NetherlandsMrs.
presently teaching in Hudsonand Hope College and is present- national organization last July
white orchid.
Veltman came to Holland with
1,
the
first
from
the
Netherlands
ville. Mr. Hillman II is presentThe matron of honor, Mrs. ly with the U. S. Air Force in
her father at the age of 20 and
Robert Speet, sister of the bride Flight training at Vance Air to hold that office in Rotary’s had lived here ever since. She ly attending Spring Arbor Col61 years of service.
wore a floor-lengthempire styl- Force Base, Oklahoma.
was a member of the Central lege.
Another prominentresident of
The
couple
is
at
home
at
707
ed gown of chalk crepe in seaAvenue Christian Reformed A June wedding is planned.
scape with matching flowerette South Monroe Street, Enid, Hilversum, Dr. J. J. G. Boot,
headpiece.

has

a

Zeeland. in Big Rapids.
planned.

Miss Marcia Daining, daughMr. and Mrs. Garold
Daining pf 570 West 18th St.

ter of

returned home from
Milwaukee.Wis., where she
received her certificateas
dental assistantfrom Career
Academy. She completed the
4-month course on Feb. 5.
Miss Daining was graduated
from Holland High School in

reaching through to unlock the
The bride-electwill be grad- door. The principal’soffice and
uated from Hope College in the office of his secretary were
June. She is a member of Delta ransacked,and the drawer of
Phi Sorority. Vanderbeek is a a filing cabinet was pried open.
graduate of Ferris State College

Four men were sentenced by
Judge Raymond L. Smith. Roger
C. Knutson, 17, Grand Haven,
charged with breaking and entering at several residencesin
Grand Haven, as sentenced to
15 months to 10 years at Southern Michigan Prison. His transfer to a training school was recommended.

COMPLETES COURSE-

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb ager of the bowling alley.
Klaasen of 597 Lawndale Ct. anOttawa sheriff’sdeputies renounce the engagement of their ported that the school was endaughter, Mary Elisabeth, to tered through a rear door. The
Buel Vanderbeek, son of Mr.
rincipal’s office was entered
and Mrs. Gerald Vanderbeek .y breaking
window and

(Htrlilpholo)

snapdragons,

was taken from it. The building
was entered by prying a hole in
a wooden roof over the rear of
the building.The door to the office was also pried open, according to Stuart Becker, man-

Elisabeth Klaasen

was

Circuit Court Tuesday. Bond of
$1,000 was not furnished.

“The Master Builder” by
Henrik Ibsen will be presented
The Holland Christian A Cap- by Hope College Little Theater
pella Choir, under the direction Feb. 23-26 in the Uttle Theater
of Thomas Vanden Berg, en- auditorium in the Science Buildtertained the Holland Exchange ing.
Club at its regular noon lunchThe theater’s winer produceon in the Warm Friend Hotel
tion will feature JenniferMe
Monday. A program of modern Gilvray, Michael Vogas and
and sacred music ended with Irene Maatman in the leading
Die sacred “Gloria in Excel- roles of Hilde, Solness the mas-

In a setting of ferns, bouquets quet of white carnationsand

of

Moore, 47, route 4, Holland,

Grand Haven state police said
a three-footby four-footsafe in
the office of the bowling alley
was pried open and the cash

Miss Judi Timmer

Case

seriously wounded, pleaded not
guilty when arraigned in Ottawa

reported missing.

The convention for district 629
which includes most of western
Michigan north of Holland to
Canada, is scheduled April 29
and 30 in Holland Civic Center.
Dr. Teenstra will address the
concluding banquet Saturday

Allen

in

GRAND HAVEN - Leonard
F. Stoutemire, 74, of 5311 136th
Ave., Holland, charged with
felonious assault in a stabbing
case Jan. 3 in which Ernest

Valley

early Monday.

ence to be held here since Holland Rotary was founded in
1920, and also the first time any
president of Rotary International will have attended a district
conventionanywhere.

and Mrs. James

Grand

igan Dr. here Sunday night or

'

It is the first dictrictconfer-

Lt.

Guilty

total of $1,-

Bowling Lanes, 4965 Lake Mich-

y|J
A

land in April to address the con-

4

-A

200 in cash was taken in a safe-

a special trip to Hol-

evening, April

Pleads Not

Job

Safe

ALLENDALE

Dr. C. P. H. Teenstriof Hil-

versum, the Netherlands,

Stoutemire

$1,200 Taken

Head

Rotary

1966
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Holland Park

Spring

Leads Michigan
In

Junior High

School

Lists

Holland State Park was the

Honor Roll

Announced

Building Plans

and most popular of

Michigan’s65 state parks and
recreation

areas in 1965,

the

Michigan ConservationDepartment said today.

A

WedinBeaverdam

.

Attendance

busiest

Lake

1966

total of 960,000 day users

and 136,700 camper days made

Holland State Park No. 1.
Spending amounted to $3 mil-

SPRING LAKE—

Plans for a

Ed

long range $1,100,000 building
program

in the enlarged Spring

released the honor roll for the

Lake school district were explained Thursday- night at a

PTA

meeting by the Board

first

Ludington State

GUESTS AT HOPE - Shown

at the tea table
at a farewell reunion Thursday at Hope College honoring Dr. and Mrs. Masanao Kano
are Miss Jantma Holleman. associateprofessor

at Hope College, pourin and standing (left
to right) Robert Cecil,
r. Henry ten Hoor,
Dr. Kano and Mrs. Kano.
<

of

The seventh grade honor

Education, Jerry Whiting, pres-

Holland Photography)

ident.

Michael Allen, Patricia Alte-

na, Nancy Alverson, Bonnie

A

former guest lecturer

at

Hope college from Japan, Dr.
Masanao Kano, and his wife,

of

Beloit, WLs., a divisionof Free-

Kiyoko Kano, spent the past man-Toor Corp., has purchased
week visitingfriends at Hope th two-story 100,000 square foot
building and equipment of the
College before their return to
in

March.

seminar he conducted at Hope
College the past year was under the sponsorship of the Great
Lakes Colleges Association.
Since leaving Holland, Dr.
and Mrs. Kano lived in Washing-

and New York where Dr.
Kano did research on recent
Japanese - American history,
ton

visitedover 100 American museums, has been guest lecturer
at other colleges,and presently
is in residence as visitinglecturer at De Pauw university.
Dr. Kano said that students
everywhere seem greatly distressed by the Viet Nam situation. and that the Japanese feel
that they will be one of the
first targets if there should be
an Asiatic war.
Dr. Kano

a professor of history at Waseda University in
is

Tokyo; his wife is a writer for
Japanese children's magazines
and for other journals.

PTA

Bpuwman, Steve Bouwman,

session.

Immediate financing of

Greg Brower.

a

Jim Chrispell, Anthony Dekker, Kathleen Dirkse, Kevin
Driesenga, Beverly Emerick,
Calvin Garbrecht, Jack Glupker, Linda Guggisberg,Rebecca Hayward, Jon Helder, David Henson, Steve Hopkins, Linda Jalving, David Johnson,

the

these sales
intend to take advantage of the
demand for quality shoes which
has been spurred by the style
Many persons appeared in
revolutionsweeping the shoe in
dustry. During the year we ex- MunicipalCourt in the last few
pect to add 100 additional shoe days. They follow:

Last

Holland-Racine Shoe Co of Holland, Mich , it was announced
Miss Jantma Holleman, asso- today by Harold O Toor, presi- departments in retail outlets
ciate professor at Hope College, dent and board chairman.
alone.”
entertained Thursday evening
The Freeman - Toor Corp.,
The Holland plant has been
with a farewell reunion for Dr.
manufacturing fine quality through its Freeman Shoe Co.,
and Mrs. Kano. Several faculty shoes, Toor said, and all pro- operates 310 retail outlets in
members and their wives at- duction employes and depart- men’s clothing stores throughtended. The Kanos also attendmental supervisory personnel out the country and services
ed the Community Concert ear- will be retained.Immediate over 4,000 wholesale accounts.
lier in the evening.
In addition to its main factory
steps will be taken to enlarge
Dr. Kano was visiting lectur- the production force to increase in Beloit, Wis., and a subsidiary
er on the study of Japan. The the output to 2,500 pairs daily in Hanover, Mass., the H. O.

Japan

at the

Assink, Jim Bagladi, Marcia
Bakker, Debbie Barkel, Karen
Bekker, Sandy Beelen, Ton
Bock, Denise Borgman, Kurt

$500,000 program that includes
an addition to the junior-senior
high school building on Hamdrew mond Street and remodelingof

Holland-Racine Shoe Co, Court Heard
Sold to Wisconsin Firm Many Cases
The Freeman Shoe Co.
meet
demands. We

Week

Linda Johnson,Pamela Johnson, Tom Johnson, Mary Kenyon, Nancy Kiel, Kevin Klinge,
Diann Koeman, Mary Koetje,

Peggy Koning, Randy

additional two mills for school
operations for three years. The
entire six-year building plan
can be financed under the
present levy for building purposes.

A new

high school gym,

Mooi, Cathy Moore, Patricia
Murphy, Marlene Nieboer, Dennis Oosterbaan, Alan Overway,
Ann Scheerhorn,Myrna Overway and Linda Westrate.
Beth Plaggeraars, Peter
Plomp, Emily Porter, Herman
Raad, Jane Raak, Gary Riem-

li-

brary, language labs and industrial arts shops would get
forfeited
priority in the remodeling pro-

bond
when he did not appear for
gram. The six-year plan would
trial; Dewey Starrett,592 Midfinance nine new high school
way Ave., minor in possession
classroom areas, new grade
of alcoholicbeverages, one

Law-

rence, Greg Mannes, Judy Masselink, Mike Menken, Nancy

Pedro Martinez, Mexico, simple larceny, $20

stu-

dents are as follows:

the top number of day visits in other buildings is the first
the northern part of the Lower phase of the program as outPeninsula. Busiest park for day lined by the board.
use in the Upper Peninsula was
Extension of
present
TahquamenonFalls.
five mill “pay-as-we-go” plan
for an additionalsue years
would finance other improvements and additions.The third
proposal at the March 22 election will be to approve an

Kanos Honored
At Hope Col lege

Park

semester for the seventh,

eighth and ninth grades.

March 22 had been set by
lion. Donald Ike is Holland State
the Board as the date for a
Park manager.
bond issue election and the
Grand Haven State Park was three-phase program was aired
second in daily attendancefol- at a town hall type meeting
lowed by the Waterloo Recreation Area, Warren Dunes State
Park and Yankee Springs Recreation area, the conservation
department reported.

Roberts, principalof West

Ottawa Junior High School, has

ersma, Kathleen Sanderson,
Carl Schaftenaar,Mark Sessums, Karen

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Rynsburger

Steinfort, Linda

Stolp, Kristy Vandenberg,Dawn

(Richmondphoto)
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Ryns- attachedto the back waist. Van Den Heuvel, Steve Vander
swim- burger are making their home Hand clipped reembroidered Kooi, Debby Van Kampen, Ka-

school classrooms and land for

year probation; Rafael Cabrera,
Fennville, no Michigan operator’s license, 10

days in

jail

suspended on condition the de-

a new grade school, a
ming pool near the new gym, on route 1, Zeeland, following a alencon lace medallions trimtwo new tennis courts and a wedding trip to Florida.
med the slightlyscooped neckfootball and track field layout
The couple was married Jan. line and wrists of the long
with stands on property south 14 at 8 p.m. in the Beaverdam sleeves. A large lace plastron
of the present junior . senior Reformed Church by the Rev. graced the skirt front. The

fendant does not drive until he
fr0m the present rate of 1,500 Toor Shoe Corp , Freeman-Toor
obtains a Michigan operator’s
operates other factories in license; Norberto Puente, 113
pairs.
high building.
Jacob Blaauw.
The personneloffice is now South Beloit and Dixon, 111.; West 10th St., speeding, $27,
The present gym, built in
The bride is the former Betty
Reading, Annville,Bernville and
interviewing and accepting apfailure to stop in an assured 1958 for junior high purposes,
Ann Hirdes, daughter of Mr and
Waynesboro,
Pa.;
and
Emmitsplications for employment at
clear distance, $10; Ralph Sib- ; is too small for the present Mrs. John E. Hirdes of route 3,
burg, Md.
at its office located at :186 West
Freeman Shoe is the largest ley, Muskegon, speeding, $8; full K-12 program and the Hudsonville, and the groom is
15th St. The company currently
Allen W. Fischer, route 1, high school team must play the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cornehas about 200 employes and it independent manufacturerof drunken driving, $109.10.
football games on Saturday lius Rynsburger of route 3, Hudquality men's shoes.
Is expected this number will be
Raymond Stejskal,479 Wash- nights at Grand Haven's stadi- sonville.
Richman,
excutive
boosted to 250.
ington Ave., disorderly conduct, um. The high school has a
Attending the couple were
vice-president of the company,
“The shoe industry is facing said that Terry Lee has been fighting, one year probation, track team but no field and Mrs. David Vereeke, sister of
its biggest year,” Toor said,
the bride, as matron of honor;
appointed superintendent of the $9.10 costs; Ervin E. De Weerd, must practice in the halls.
“and the distributionof men a Holland operation.Lee has been 446 West 22nd St., speeding, $12
Mrs. Larry Vander Schuur, sishigh - grade footwear in the
ter of the bride, and Mrs. Irvin
employed at the Freeman shoe suspended on conditionof no
months ahead will become more
Diekema, sister of the groom,
factoriesin Beloit, Wis. for the further violations in one year
important than ever before, past 10 years.
and attendance at traffic
bridesmaids; Irvin Diekema,
The Gilbert D. Karsten Unit best man; Larry Vander Schuur
particularly to men's clothing
A native of Beloit, Ix?e has school; Edwin J. Bosma, 121
No.
33, American Legion Auxistores.
David Vredeveldand Tom Vredbeen associated with the Beloit Greenly St., improper left turn,
“We are embarked upon a Junior Chamber of Commerce $27 suspended on condition of liary, met Monday evening in cveld lit the candles.
the Dougout of the City Hall.
vigorous growth program with- and is a member of Our Sav- no further violations in one
Gerald Huyser was organist
President Mr. N. J. Danhof anin Freeman-Toor and the addi- ior’s Lutheran Church of Beloit. year and attendanceat traffic
and Joe Dalman, soloist.
tion of the Holland manufactur- Lee and his wife, Nancy, are school; Gerrit J. Bolte, Jr., 79 nounced a Fifth District AssoThe bride, given in marriage
ing facilities will enable us to the parents of two young sons. River Hills Dr., improper lane ciation meeting will be held in by her father, wore an a-line
the Coopersville American Legown of organza with a detachusage, $10; Graham C. Duryee,
gion Hail Tuesday. The Departable chapel-length trumpet train
125 East 13th St., speeding, $12.
place. After our treat, we playment Auxiliary President, Mrs.
Richard Bonsignore, Kollen Robert Hughes of Bay City, will
ed more games. Mrs. Becker
Hall, overtime parking, $2 susbrought us home.
the Hudsonville Chamber of
be a guest.
pended on condition of no furOn Jan. 27, the Wish-Ka-Ga Dies in
In response to a request from Commerce in regard to our covther violations in one year; the Zeeland Hospital Guild mem- ered canopy installation.
and E la Wee Camp Fire groups
ORLANDO, Fla. — Jacob DaThe women's all - church
of Van Raalte school met at the tema, 84, a resident of Hamil- Luther Starrett,521 Sunny June bers decided to contributeto the
chorus,
under the direction of
home of Mrs. Nienhuis.The ton, Mich, died at his winter Ave., speeding, $12.
Guild's “Hospital Holiday”
Camp Fire leaders treated us home here Sunday night. He Warren H. Rasmussen, 674 which is being planned to raise Mrs. John Boeve, accompanied
with a lunch. We started the was a retired blacksmith in Graafsdiap Rd., expired chauf- money to liquidate the hospital by Mrs. Cornelius Karsten, will
feur’s license, $2; Rollin M. debt.
begin their season of practice,
ceremonial by singing some

Leon

Zeeland

thy Van Lente, Mary Jo Van
Wieren, Scott Veldhuis, Darcey
Ver Hey, Robert Voss, Bruce
Wiersma, Steve Wolfi, Virginia
Wilson, Susan Zuidema.
Eighth graders are: Peggy
French illusion veil was held in
Alofs, Sandra Baar, Thomas
place by a pearl and crystal
headpiece.She carried pink Bade, Connie Bakker, Jill Beem,
Kathy Bell, Fred Bertsch, Sally
sweetheart roses and white carBotsis, Betty Boumann, Dan
nations on a white Bible.
Brand, Pat Brandsen, Sally
Floor-length gowns fashioned
Bronson,
Anita Brown, Linda
with deep blue velveteen bodices

and ice blue metalic satin bro- Catlette, John Conatser, Bette
cade skirts were worn by the David.
Rose Ann De Jonge, Sally De
bridal attendanis. They carried
colonial bouquetsof white car- Maat, Mary Dernberger,Marc
nations tipped blue.
Assisting at a reception for
120 guests in the church basement were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
De Witt, master and mistress of
ceremonies; Mark Vredeveld,
guest book; Mr. and Mrs. Pete

Hoezee and Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Meinema, gift room; Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Hoezee, punch bowl.
The bride is employed by Edwin Raphael Co. and the groom
at the Borculo Barbershop.

Jacob Datema

Dyke, Sandra Feikema, Beatrice Fierro, Joan Freehouse,
Robbie Gilcrest, Kenneth Glupker, Jean Groenewoud, Laura
Guggisberg, Julie Hall, Brigette
Hanft.
Terri Hartman, Jackie Holst,
Denise Hooker, Pat Houting, Esther Johnson, Jenifer Johnson,
David Kaiser, Randy Knoll,
Kirk Kolean, Deborah Koning,
Linda Laarman, Lorrie Lanting. Mary Leeuw, Nancy Locker.

Lynn Loncki, Beth Meengs,
Michael
Mesbergen, Sue MikuFlorida
for
la, Susan Miles, Robert Mooi,
Rita Moore, Janet Murdoch,
Restrictions
Carol Nelson, Guy Newsted,
Pamela Nienhuis, Dennis NiviExplained
son, Laura Orastian, Sharia
GRAND HAVEN - William Overkamp, Karen Peffers.
Hamilton. He was a member
Osner,
engineer-managerof the Jerry Plaggemars, Pat Roon,
Oshier,
194^
East
Seventh
St.,
songs and then we passed out of Haven Reformed Church in
Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven extend- Monday, Feb. 21. at 7 p.m. at
Ottawa County Road Commis- Rick Schaap, Kelvin Sluiter,
disobeyedstop sign, $12; Lor- ed an invitation to the Auxiliary Faith Reformed Church.
the beads and lit the candles. Hamilton.
Katurday explained the nec- Robert Van Den Brand, Diane
All members are requested to
Surviving are three sons, Lou- enzo Mendez, 59 East Seventh to meet in her home on Feb. 21.
The Dizzy Daisy Blue Birds Diane Mancinelli, scribe.
essity
for imposing weight re- Vanden Brink, Reva Vanden
St.,
failure
to
stop
in
an
asShe will speak on antiques, and be present and also an invitaThe Wish ka go Camp Fire is of Zeeland, Mich., Arnold
of Central school spent their
strictionson county roads each Oever, Doug Vander Ploeg, Sansured clear distance, $10; Hu- exhibit her own collection.
tion is extended to women with
Jan. 31 meeting making purses. girls of Van Raalte school met and Gary, both of Holland,
dra Van Raalte, Cheryl Veersbert A. Hoebeke, 401 Howard
High school superintendent previous choir experience to spring. The restrictions went ma, Shelly Ver Hey, Kathy VeThey also worked on their on Feb. 1 at the home of their Mich.; two daughters,Miss
into effect at 6 a m. Saturday.
Ave., disobeyed stop sign, $7; Julius F. Schipper and Middle join.
scrapbooks.The treat for the leader, Mrs. K. Kehrwecker. Margaret Datema of Guatereeke, David Vork, Peggy WeerEmilio
A.
Ramos,
Grand
RapSchool
administrator
Cornelius
The officers are president, Today’s action is unusually sing, Larry Wennersten, Holly
meeting was brought by Judy We practiced for our ceremon- mala City, Central America, a
ial and will practice again Fri- missionaryfrom the Immanuel ids, failure to stop in an as- Hozee will be among the more Mrs. Clarence Hoffman; vice early, and is caused by rains Wolters, Christina Worstell,
Kloet. Kim Bouwer, scribe.
sured clear distance, $10.
than 400 Michigan school ad- president,Mrs. Elmer Veldheer; and warm weather the past
On Jan. 18, the Singing Blue day. Our ceremonial will be Baptist Church in Holland, and
Michael Zavadil.
Julius
Hulst,
1442
Lincoln
ministrators who will attend the secretary,Mrs. Erwin Poest; week which caused thawing of
Mrs.
Mud
Veneklasen
of
ZeeBirds of Lakeview school visit- next Tuesday. Mary Stephenson
On the ninth grade honor roll
the top several inches of the
land; one sister, Mrs. John Ave., failure to stop in an as- 1966 convention of the American treasurer, Mrs. Eva Newman.
ed the Glass Enterprise Co. and treated.
are: Dean Achterhof,Nancy
had a very interesting time.
On On Feb. 2, the Fourth Marks of Kalamazoo, Mich.; as sured clear distance, $10; Ro- Association of School Adminis- The Zeeland High School has road surfaces.
Anys, Nancy Appledom,BerThey returned to Gayle Krue- grade Camp Fire girls of Wau- well as one sister in The Neth- bert L. Tasker, 1457 Ottawa tratorsheld in Atlantic City this announced that art teacher Joan Osner explained that the frost nice Assink, Vickie Bakker,
Beach Rd., failureto stop in an week
gers’ home for the treat fur- kazoo school visited the Senti- 1 u“:,„.Lw0„ daueht^rs.'in'la“!'
Steinhoff will conduct an art below this layer retains the Brenda Berkompas, Kristi Berassured clear distance, $10; JuThis year's annual convention
Mrs.
Floyd
Bower
of
Marcelnished by Loel Turpin. On Jan. nel office. We saw all the maclass consisting of 10 sessions
an<* ma^es kompas, Lynda Beukema, Lynlus, Mich., and Mrs. Robert dith K. Souder, 184 West 16th will deal with the problems,
25, we worked on decorating pa- chines there. We then went to
for adult students starting Feb. : road , s
an<l unstable. On da Boes, Ken Bos, Bob Brewer,
......
per plate wall hangings. Jill the 7-Up Co. and had a bottle Verplank of Zeeland;one step- St., failure to stop in an as- changes, and innovations in 17. The course will include still gravel roads, this is easily seen. Robert Brondyke,
Mike Combs,
son, Marvin Zalsman of Hamil- sured clear distance, $10; Cyn- American education.
Not so apparent is the con- Charlene Crittenden,Pat Dams.
Weerstra served the treat. Ter- of pop. Kim Borgman brought
life, landscapeand figure drawton; 16 grandchildrenand 16 thia A De Maagt, 336 Hoover
Vice-president Hubert Humphri Rohlck, scribe.
the treat. Diane Sova, scribe.
ings and composition principles. dition that exists under blackMargaret Daniels, Betty De
great-grandchildren.
Blvd., failure to yield the right rey is among the distinguished
The Third grade Flying Blue
Time of the classes will be top and concrete pavements. Horn, Cretchen Derksen, Craig
of way, $10; Kenneth D. Tippett, speakers scheduled for the naBirds of Montello Park met on
from 6:30 to 8:30 on Thursday
De Vries, Deward Drevers,
Shoot Holes in Windows
Normal loads would crack and Debbie Dykema, Sandy Em255 Washington Blvd., careless tional convention. He will speak evenings.
Deputies
Give
Summons
Jan. 11. We elected new offiat the general session Sunday
break up
oads, and re- mons, Debbie Feddick,Donna
Karl SundquLst,1229 Waukacers as follows: Kristi Slenk,
Anna R. Stygstra, 35, of 694 driving, $12; Cresswell King,
evening, Feb. 13. Other distin3833
60th
St.,
disorderly
conpresident; Diana Glover, vice- zoo Dr., reported to Ottawa Riley St. receiveda summons
strictions
are
imposed
to elim- Feddick, Pam Fochtman, Sally
guished speakers will also ad- Granted Divorce Decree
president;Sharon Owens, treas- sheriff’s deputies Sunday that from Ottawa sheriff’sdeputies duct-fighting, $26.10.
Garbrecht, Chris Grossnickle,
inate
or
reduce
such
damage.
dress the school administrators. GRAND HAVEN
Sandra
urer, Kristy Visscher, scribe. someone shot BBs through all for failing to yield the right of
Eileen Harvey, Nancy Hensen,
Osner
expects
more
frost
will
Zeeland’sSecretary . of the Kay Thompson of Grand Rapids
The girls made chocolate chip the windows of Jim's Snack Bar way after the car she was drivSally Hiddinga, Barbara HoffChamber of Commerce Corne- was granted a divorce in Ottawa stabilize road surfaces.When
cookies and played games. Ro- on Ottawa Beach Rd. near Hol- ing and an auto driven by David
man, Brian Howard, Linda Hylius Karsten will speak on Feb. circuitcourt Friday from Gary these freezes occur, weight reland
State
Park.
Sundquist,
who
duke.
bin Beasly treated with cookies.
G. Kinderman, 17, of 3450 144th
Admitted to Holland Hospital 17 before the Lowell Chamber of A. Thompson of Grand Haven. strictionswill be lifted by the
On Jan. 18, we toured the hos- owns the snack bar, said the de- Ave. collided at North River
Mike Jacobs, Mary Jalving,
Friday were Vernon Bullers Jr., Commerce and on March 7 at The couple has no children.
commission.
pital. After our tour, we went struction was done some time Ave. and Lakewood Blvd. FriWilliam Jaques, Janice Keen,
699 Anderson Ave.; David Roeto Maple Grove Dairy and Mrs. during the last month.
day night.
Wanda Kiekintveld, Brenda
lofs, 1389 Ottawa Beach Rd.;
Visscher treated to ice cream
Kimball, Charles Klies, Jamie
Scott McKellips, 201 Walter;
cones or cokes. Kristy Visscher
Klooz, John Klungle, Mark
Darren Fitzhugh, Pullman; Mrs.
scribe.
Klungle,
Wayne Kramer. Bill
John Vander Leek, 230 West 21st
The Singing Blue Birds of
Kuiper, Mary Kuna, Greg LaarSt.; Gerald Borgman, 476 BeeCentral school met on Jan. 31
man, Beverly Lee.
line Rd.; Paul Slagh, 453 Rose
at the home of Mrs. Lee. We
Carol Leeuw, Sharon LemPark; Mace Holt, 205 East 15th
worked on our vases. Christy
men, Tim Locker, Peggy MaatSt.; Charles Slager, 203 East
Tibbetts treated. Joyce Lee,
man, Libby Meppelink, Pat Me?6th St.; Dennis McMillan,13323
scribe.
yers, Michael Moore, Vince
Greenly; Mrs. Kenneth KehrThe Second grade Happy Blue
Nieboer, Charles Nienhuis, Jim
wecker, 241 West 17th St.; Mrs.
Birds of Van Raalte school met
Nienhuis, Jean Nykerk, Debbie
illiam Olah, 103 West 29th St.;
with their leader, Mrs. G. MulNyhof, Holly Palmer, Don RiemSue Bush, 330 West 17th St.
der. They sang songs and made
ersma, Lynnae Riemersma,
Mrs. Jack Dykstra,567 ElmValentine gifts for their parSteve Reimink.
dale CL; LeRoy Mooney, 38
ent. Debbie Smith furnished
Dana Rigterink, Barbara RoWest Washington Ave., Zeeland;
the treat of cookies. Debbie
berts,
Gail Rooks, Barbara
Robert Bartels, Hamilton; Mrs.

Need
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Hospital Notes

'

;

in
UP TO
SUND

•

Smith, scribe.

The To Ki Camp Fire group
of West CJ’ve held their meeting
at the horn? of Mrs. Lloyd
Bakker. We ti»3t learned the
crafts and honors and then the
group started working on their
head bands. Our treat consisted
of pop and cake. Karen Garbrecht, scribe.

The Ko Ki Camp Fire group
of Montello Park school met on
Jan. 25 at the home of Mrs.
Eshenaur. We discussed a skit
for the group to do and Mrs.
Eshenaur gave us our member-

Cook, route

scribe.

St.;

M<

Aeal

W.-

pU

in the

Mrs. Richard Woltman and

baby, 611 West 23rd St;

Mark

Klungle, 369 Mayflower; Mrs,
Bart Kraal, 119 West nth St
Ernest Smith, 93 West LakevHod; Mri. Kenneth Kehrweck
;

tr,

Ml West )7th

Slager,

m

Weiss,
Sheryn Wennersten, Mike Wiers-

!5a,’«Mary Jo WiUard. Kathy
Wolff.

Francis A.

Dennis McMillan, 13323 Greenly;
Charles Ver Burg, 629 West 21st

home of Mrs

Weatherwax, Vickie

5.

lected the dues; Dianne Steketee called roll. Merri Smeenge,

Camp

Van Den Brink, Dianna Van Der
Baan, Linda Vander Kooi, David Van Dyke, Mary Van Kampen, Calvin Van Tatenhove, Karen Vork, David Waalkes, Diane

Admitted Saturdaywere Mrs.
Donald Slighter, 17 West 19th
St.; Gus Holleman, route 2,
Hamilton;Mrs. Walter Robbins,
Fennville; Ernest Kennedy, 654
West Eighth St.; Dana Streur,
122 Elm Lane; Mrs. Henry Dekker, 60 West 19th St.; Larry

ship cards. Dianne Steketee
treated; Merri Smeenge col-

Odokonya
Fite group met at the

Snyder, Pam Stolp, Sandra

Sixth St.

Discharged Saturday were
Mace Holt, 205 East 15th St.;
Ronald Pete. 170 West 10th St.;

On Feb. 1, the

Schuiling,Paul Schutte, Paulette
Sherrell, Vickie Smith, Karen

KatherineFendt, 349 West 17th
St.; Edward Hofmeyer, 618
South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Valdamar Torres and baby, 185 East

St.; Charles

East Huh St , Paul
kite Perk Ur.

Thomas, 66,

Dies at Veterans Facility

GRAND RAPIDS -

Francis

t ST.'

rJ0uUl 3' F'n"vill*,
66, died Saturday evening in the

WINTER SPORTS —

Michigan winters are
often full of surprises, and these two Hoiload men used a surprisinglymild and tunny day Saturday to good advantage by
playing a fast game of tgnnii. Ethill

set up their own net at the city
courts at Columbia Ave. and 13tfi St. to
make full use of Hie break in Hie weather.
The tennis saosoii was short-lived,however, os colder weather moved into the

Corneliusten (left' of 105 Kait 22nd St. and

area Sunday. Tha weatherman

Hugo

below normal temperaturesfor the rast of
thA
(Sontinoi photo)

Win ttrtnk of route 3, Holland,who

two

years,

woeh

is

prekung

Michigan Veterans Facility
Grand Rapid*.

in

"mm* innlu& lli, n,olh»r.
WriL William O. Thomaa, brother, Leo Thomaa of Fennville' a
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Couple Plans Open House Dutchmen

Furnace Co.

Views

1966

Hand Adrian

Buys Firm

From The

For

Dr. Jerry Mohrig, assistant
professor of chemistry at Hope
College,joined the Hope faculty
in 1964 and is director of its
undergraduate research program. He received his bachelor
of science degree in 1967 from
the University of Michigan and
his Ph. D. degree in 1963 from

Plaggemars said that the

was

sale of 198,700 shares of treasu-

By Dr. Jerpy Mohrig
were spent on scientific research
in the United States. Scientists

Hope College

ON€ INJURED — Jane

Boonstro, 20, of

1439 State St., Zeeland, was treated for
minor bruises by a doctor after the car
she was driving collided with this van truck
on M-21 at State St. at 5:06 p.m. Friday.
Benjamin Miedema, 36, of Hudsonville,

the truck driver, was not injured. Ottawa
sheriff'sdeputies said Miss Boonstra who
was southbound on State St. pulled in front
of the van truck which was headed east
on
(Sentinel photo)

M-21.

We

Girl Slightly Injured
In

For Building

Marie Stegenga, 19, of 1669
Waukazoo Dr. was injured in a

One-Car Collision

one-car accident in front of 519

Issued

Calvin

.....

8

in management’s plans to ex-

Hope

......

7

pand and diversifythe company,
Plaggemars said that a sale

Olivet ....

of treasury stock had been completed with a group of private
investors who will take an active interest in the business and
expand the management of the

Kalamazoo
Adrian ....

5
3
3

To

MarklOth

am

talking

Alma

financialvicepresident and treasurer, Theodore Kheel, a well-knownlabor
arbitrator, and Congressman

Birthday

.....

.....

2
1

don’t play well.” Coach Russ
De Vette said after watching his
club blow a 12-point lead, fall
behind and them come to life
with a late-game surge that
again got them a 12-point bulge
before settling for the ninepoint win
Hope didn’t trail tn the first
half, (the game Was tied
and with nine minutes left In the

who has become

M)

Mr. and Mrs. U.S. Crane
(Bullord photo)

first half, the winnen were in
active members of the First
front, 26-14.
Eugene Keogh, N.Y., member
U.S. Crane of route 1, Fenn- Methodist Church of Fennville But Adrian chipped away rt
of the House Ways and Means
and have been active in civic
ville, who were married on Feb.
the lead and with 3:13 left were
Committee, have been added to
affairs.
within
two, 30-28. A basket (Cal
16,
1916,
in
Allegan
will
celethe board of directors.PlaggeThe open house will be given
mars will continue as president brate their 50th wedding anni- by their children, Mrs. James Belt man) and two free throws
and director, and Simon Stoel versary on Sunday, Feb 20, with Wooten of Sacramento, Calif., each (Roy Anker and Floyd
Brady) helped Hope take a 36-31
and Walter J. Roper will remain an open house at their farm

Here

Douglas Ave. at 8 a.m. Monday.
Lynn Essenburg who Monday,
Ottawa sheriff's deputies said Valentine’s Day, celebrated
about is not aimed at any speSixteen applicationsfor buildshe was a passenger in a car her 10th birthdayanniversary,
ing permits for a total of $11,driven by Ruben Archilla, 23, was honored at two parties
100 in construction were filed
of 2109 Richardson St. when the this weekend given by her parat the office of Holland Build- car slid off the road and struck
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Essening inspectorGordon Streur a tree. Archilla was ticketed
burg at their home, 637 West
last week. They follow:
for driving too fast for condi- 20th St.
as directors.

The research I

Albion

Harold J. Miller, who has beboard,
Lester Doyle and James Hodes,
all from Hardy & Co., a New
York investmentbanking firm,
Daniel Lyons, a New York CPA

Parties Given

Standings

W

move

come chairman of the

16 Permits

question with a resounding yes.

MMA

company.

is also involved

are concerned with knowledge
and learning. Does research
play a part in this educational
process? I want to answer this

more than $2,000,000and the

ry stock. It was the first

Last year billionsof dollars

in scientific research. Why?

eighth MIAA win in nine «Urts.
“It's nice to win when you

Company

nal of the American Chemical
Society. Editor’s note.)

nological advances it helps to
achieve are felt in all our lives.

Calvin. The Knight* defeated
Albion, 82-65 Saturday for it*

through a loan from The Pru-

of

victory wa* Hope’s

MLAA start* and
kept the Flying Dutchmen right
on the heel* of letgufrletding

ac-

dential Life Insurance

defects,to better film for your
camera. Research and the tech-

The

seventh in 8

accomplished

the University of Colorado. He
has written articles for the Jour-

the structure of atoms, to birth

2,300 fans in the Civic Center.

000 cash.

quisition

Loss

Hope College’* beAetball
team didn’t play well here Saturday night but a late game
rally helped puah them to an
82-73 win over Adrian before

Howard O. Plaggemars,president of Holland Furnace Co.,
announcedFriday that It has acquired L. M. Rabinowit* and
Co., Inc., N.Y., a privatelyowned company, manufacturing
specialty tape for the garment
Industry, for more than $2,000,-

Campus

are working on a tremendous
variety of things ranging from

8273

$2 Million

FENNVILLE -

Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs Frederick Thorsen of Kalahome where they have resided mazoo, Richard Crane of Fenn
since their marriage Friends ville, Mrs. John Hungerford of

halftime lead.

But Adrian battled back and
gained the lead for the first
Kalamazoo, Mrs William Huntime. 43-42 with 15-16 to play.
Montello Park School were
gerford of Upper Marlboro, Md
The
lead changed twice before
John Dykstra, 355 West 19th
among the guests of Lynn. The
and Mrs. George Bruinsmi of
a 49-49 tie with 11:36 remaining.
St., remodel kitchen, $750; Ken
Valentinemotif was used for
Muskegon Heights
Three more lead exchanges
decorations and refreshments
Beelen, contractor.
The Cranes have 17 grandand seven ties occurred in the
were served.
Bolhuis Lumber Co., 200 East
children and four great-grandnext five minutes before Brady
In the group were Mimi SuZe17th St., remodel two bathchildren
sank two free throws to give
William Beckman Sr., 88. of naa, Gretchen De Cook, Peggy
rooms, $850, Ken Beelen, conMrs. Crane is the former Lena
Hope a 65-63 lead with 5:52 to
60 West 18th St., died Saturday Johnson, Patty Weaver, Sandy gemars said that the detailsof
Both Mr. and Mrs. Crane are Miller.
tractor.
play. Hope didn't trail again.
morning at his home following De Graaf, Laurie Van Ark, the recapitalization program
Trenton Grotler, 251 West
Adrian got within two twice
a lingeringillness.
Sherry Langejans, Betty Gail would be set forth in proxy
12th St., build cupboards, $150;
wife to Kenneth Beelen and (67-65 and 6^67) but then Hope
Mr Beckman had been ac- Wiersma, K a t y y Molengraf, material which is currently beJacob Stremler, contractor.
wife Pt. Lot 2 Blk 63 City of went to work. The winners scortive in the Holland Christian
John Timmer, 544 College Schools, serving for many years Sheryl Bleeker,Mary Lugers, ing preparedfor filing with the
Holland
ed 10 straight points in a minShari Rhoda, Nancy Eaton, Su- Securities and Exchange ComAve., panel utility room and
School Dist. City of Holland ute-and-a-half and pushed the
on the school board He was a zanee Rhoda and Laurie Essen mission.
build file cabinets, $100; self,
to Marvin Albers and wife Pt. game out of reach.
member of Fourteenth Street burg.
L. M. Rabinowitz and Co., Inc.
contractor.
Anker started the rally with
Lot 3 Blk 43 City of Holland
Christian Reformed Church
Sunday afternoon the Essen- is a manufacturerof a variety
First Methodist Church, 57 where he served as elder for
two free throws and a layup.
George
Moeke
and
wife
to
West 10th St., kitchen remodel- many years. He taught Sunday burgs entertained at a family of hook and eye tapes Its execBrady added two free tosses
Dr. Jerry Mohrig
gathering in honor of Lynn.^, utive offices and manufacturing Van Houten Builders to Ro- George Moeke Jr. and wife Pt.
ing, $2,000; Elzinga and Vol- School and was active in other
and Jim Klein maneuvered free
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. operations are located in New bert L. Vroma and wife Ix>t Lots 1,2 Heneveld’s Plat No.
cific goal, except that of find- kers, contractors.
under the basket for another
church organizations.
23
Ridgewood
Estates,
Twp.
15,
Twp.
Park
Roger Essenburg, Randy, Mi- York City, and it has about 130
ing new knowledge. It is the
Arend Elgersma,167 East
Mr. Beckman retired 18 years chael, Laura Jo and Jeffrey
Georgetown
Jacob Essenburg and wife to two-pointer. Capt. Clare Van
employes.
exciting search into the un- 37th St., cupboards in kitchen,
ago from the Hekman Rusk Co.
Gordon
DeJonge and wife Lots Wieren concluded the rally with
John, Mr. and Mrs. David RhoWayne K. Jones and wife to
known. It involves the satisfac- $150; self, contractor.
which he and two other part- da. Steven, Shari, Scott, Danny
25,
26,
43,
44, 55, 72, 73 May- a turnabout jumper and made
Larry
Reed Pt SE'iNWVi
tion of discovering a better way
R. M. Turshman, 223 Dart- ners began in 1905 on East
the score, 79-67.
wood Park Sub. Twp. Holland
and Suzanne Marie, Mr. and
23-6-13 Twp. Georgetown
of understanding the vast com- mouth Ave., remodel bathroom,
During the rally Anker, who
Eighth St.
Cornelius
Dood
and
wife
to
Mrs. Bob Essenburg and Kathy
Jay A. Lankheet and wife to
plexity of nature. It is the active $250; self, contractor.
Surviving are the wife. Anna; Jo, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hamlin,
Bernard VandePol and wife had been ill with the flu this
David H. Klein and wife Pt.
business of science.
Richard Smith, 252 East 24th two sons, Peter and William Jr. Timi and Debra, the host and
Lot 6 Sunnyview Sub. Twp. week and was rested a few
Out Lots A and B Larkwood
Certainly the educational pro- St., lower ceiling,$100; David both of Holland; three daughtimes, and Klein worked hard
Georgetown
hostess and the guest of honor.
Plat, City of Holland
cess is not limited to the class- Holkeboer, contractor.
ters, Gertrude at home, Mrs.
Walter Shafer and wife to on the defensive boards. Brady,
ZEELAND
Gradus GeurJay A Lankheet and wife to Stanley R Brookman and wife who had missed three straight
room alone. Only by applying Fred Jacobs, 1184 Beech Dr Russel Fredricks of Holland
ink, 79, Borculo (route 1, ZeeJames H. Tallis a^d wife Lot Lot 60 3rd Add. Pine Heights free throws early in the second
the knowledge learned in the remodel bathroom, $400; self, and Mrs. Donald Visser of Al- Albert
land), died unexpectedly Friday
5 Larkwood Plat, City of Hol- Sub Twp. Georgetown
classroom to real problems will contractor.
half, made his last four straight
hambra, Calif.; three sisters,
in his home following a heart
land
the student fully understand
Van Wieren led Hope with 22
Adolph Hekman, 235 West Mrs. Herman De Neut of Hol- Dies in
Cornelia
Diekerh*
et
al
to
attack. A retired farmer, he
Louis C. Colts and wif$ *0
what he has studied: in this en- 17th St., remodel kitchen and land. Mrs. Herman Vruggink of
on 11 baskets in 24 tries. Chuck
ZEELAND - Albert Nykamp, served as janitor of the Bor- Benjamin E. Kollen and wife Edward Koenigsberg Lot 25,
deavor we are all students.New bathroom,$1,900; Marvin Lem- Grand Rapids and Miss Martha
Steketee BrothersAdd. City of Stille, 6’ Adrian senior, hit 12,
72, Bentheim, route 1, Hamilton, culo Christian Reformed Church
Pt. Lot 18 Blk 3 City of Zeeland
viewpoints are found by active- men, contractor.
11 from outside in 23 tries, to
Beckman of Holland; 11 grandHolland
died late Saturday evening at for about 30 years.
John Sterk et al to Georgetown
ly and carefully examining the
children.
Ruth DeFeyter to Donald Van lead the losers with 24.
Paul Baker, 111 East 33rd St.,
Survivingare the wife, Sarhis home after a long illness. He
Realty Co. Lot 7 Bluebird Gar- Hoven and wife Lot 40 Idlewood
facts. The scientist does this by panel family room, $850; MarHe picked up his fourth foul
Friends and relativesmay
was a member of Oakland ah; five daughters, Mrs. Jacob dens. Twp. Georgetown
going into the laboratory just as
with eight minutes to play and
meet the family at the funera
Beach Sub. Twp. Park
vin Lemmen, contractor.
Christian Reformed Church and Groenhof and Mrs. Vernon
John Kuiper and wife to John
the historian does it by going
John Kuiper and wife to Phil- the score tied 56-56 and returned
Henry Sterk, 722 Michigan chapel Sunday from 2 to 4 and a former consistory member. Nienhuis of Zeeland, Mrs. GerKuiper
Jr. and wife Lot 56 Valinto the library.
8 to 9 p.m.
lip
Kuiper and wife Lot 37 Val- with four minutes left and made
Ave., build partitionsand counHe was a veteran of World War ald Haveman of Borculo,and ley View Plat No. 1, Twp.
ley View Plat No. 1 Twp. his only layup of the game to
The great value of research ter, $600; self, contractor
I, and served overseas in Dorothy and Elsie at home; Georgetown
pull Adrian within two, 6^67.
Georgetown
as a part of the education of
John Haveman, 180 East 32nd
France. Before retiring due to four sons, Henry of Allendale, Benjamin Douma and wife to
De Vette thought Hope’s overKentwood
Development
Co.
to
scientists lies in the fact that it St., panel basement and put
Donald
and
Marvin
of
Borculo
ill health, he was a farmer in
Van Houten Builders Lot 5 John J. Koetje Lot 140 Lamp- all defense was adequate. The
is an active searching for know- in ceiling, $100; self, contracand Alvin of Holland; 24 grandthe area.
Jenison Homesites Add. Village light Estates No. 4, Twp. Hope coach said he decided to
ledge. in which the depth and tor.
children,and eight great grandA son, Gerald, died in 1947.
of Jenison
In
let Stille shoot from outside,
Georgetown
thoroughness of the search and
Surviving are the wife, Alice; children; three brothers, Henry,
Peter Van Iwaarden, 661
George Sail et al to G. R.
choosing not to upset the zone
John
Medendorp
and
wife
to
the individuality of thought WashingtonAve., new cupJohn and Bert of Borculo; five
GRAND HAVEN - Sheriff’s a daughter, Mrs. Gordon Grup- sisters, Mrs. Isaac Elenbaas Shoemaker and wife Lot 60 Robert W. Machiele Pt. Lots attem by coming out to get
necessaryfor success are soon boards and two windows, $700;
Broadview Gardens, Twp. 104,105 DeJonge’s Second Add. Ef,m, but rather to bother the
officers are investigatinga tw<v;I*n f ”"UaK“iv:.
apparent. When the student has
and Mrs. Richard Talsma of
Five Star Lumber Co., conGeorgetown
rest of the Adrian players.
car accident on M 45 at Linden ‘"v
. w0.Jbr^r i
Twp Holland
the necessary background of
William of Oakland and Nick of Hudsonville, Mrs. John Luurttractor.
Adm. Est. John Molenaar, Raymond N Smith and wife The Hope coach pointed to his
Dr.
in
Tallmadge
township
at
facts and ideas, a meaningful Paul Arens. 142 Timberwood
Zeeland: three sisters-in-law, sema, Mrs. Gerrit Talsma and Dec to Joanna Van Dyke Pt.
4:22 p m. Sunday involving cars
to Norman Sneller and wife team's double figure scoring as
conversaion can take place beLane, china cabinet and panel- driven by Leonie Kayser, 64, Mrs. Grace Nykamp and Mrs. Minnie Geurink of Borculo.
NVjNWLjSW^NW'Y32-5-15City Pt SWV4 13-5-15 Twp. Holland “very encouraging.” Brady had
tween him and the teacher. The
Henrietta Nykamp of Oakland
ing, $200; Five Star Lumber
of Holland
and Anastasios Manolopoulos,
Carl D Kemme and wife to 18 while Potter hit 13, including
student will see his part in the
and Mrs. Jennie Nykamp of Hol- Daniel De Kok Has Party
Co., contractor.
Wiliam M Holst and wife to Harvey Veeneman and wife Lot five of 10 from the floor, while
29, both of Grand Rapids.
scientific tradition,and the
land.
John Koetje Lot 56 Lamplight 48 and pt. 47 Gunneman’s Sub. Anker and Gary Rypma each
Officers said the Kayser car,
On His Sixth Birthday
teacher will be actively learnEstates No. 1, Twp. George- Village of Coopersville
Last
,Rumpelstiltskin,
headed
west
on
M-45,
went
out
had 10. Replacements Beltman
ing and developing his scholarJ. Wiersma, 76, Dies
Daniel
De
Kok
of 672 Graaf- town
of
control
and
hit
the
oncoming
Citizens Mortgage Corpora and Klein had five and four to
ship.
Puppet Show Presented
schap Rd. was honored Satur- Walter J. Kardux and wife tion to Lloyd K. Carpenter and please De Vette.
car broadside after the Manolo- At Nursing Home Here
The teacher and the student,
day at a party given by his to Morris F. Henry and wife wife Lot 84 Jenison Heights
Hope hit 59 per cent ot its
A
special
puppet
show
of poulos car drove off the road to
working together on a problem
Jennis
(Jim)
Wiersma,
76, parents, Mr. and Mrs, Paul Pt NMjSEU 4-6-16’ Twp. Port Sub. No. 2, Twp. Georgetown
shots in the second half on 17 of
avoid
the
car.
The
impact
oc“Rumpelstiltskin’’
was
held
to which neither know the
curred three feet off the south died Friday evening at Birch- W. De Kok, in honor of his Sheldon
William Van Ark and wife to 29 and finished with a 44 per
answer, both learn from the Saturday for approximately30
Charles Sprik and wife to City of Holland Pt. Lot 18 Hen- cent game mark as they sank
wood Manor. Bom north of Hol- sixth birthday anniversary.
side of the highway.
higher
horizons
children
at
search. Research improves
Meppelink and wife eveld’s Plat No. 13, City of Hol- 15 of 43 in the first half. Adrian
The children played games George
Mrs. Shirley Manolopoulos, land, he made his home in Milteaching by aiding the profes WashingtonSchool.
Pt SEV< 20-5-13 Twp. James- land
made 37 per cent with 32 baswife of the driver, and their waukee, Wis., until 1958 when and had movies.
This
was
the
last
show
put
sional developmentof the teach
Guests included his class- town
kets in 87 tries on halves of 13
1 ^-year-old son
Christopher he moved to Holland.
Henrietta
Dombos
Stickley
to
on
by
Junior
Welfare
League
er thereby improving his morale
His wife, the former Olga mates in the kindergarten George John Moeke and wife Cornelius Nyhoff and wife Pt out of 46 and 19 of 41.
were
thrown
out
of
the
car
and
and self-confidence.His use in and those taking part were
class of MontelloPark School, to George J. Moeke Sr. and
Gorofsky, died in 1940.
Since both teams made 32 basLot 12 Blk. 16 Southwest Add.
the classroom of knowledge of Mrs. Reemer Boersma, Mrs. two other children and another
Surviving are two brothers, Craig Borgman, Tim Dekker, wife Pt. Lots 1,2 Heneveld's City of Holland
kets, free throws made the difadult
remained
inside.
current scientific developments, Robert Hampson, Mrs. Bruce
ference where Hope had 18 of 29
Mrs. Monolopoulos was admit- George, of Holland and Sam of Mike Glover, Paul Kamps, Plat No. 15, Twp. Park
gained from carrying on a re- Van Dyke, Mrs. Ron AppleLois E. Kuiper to Dutch Boy
and Adrian, nine of 13 as the
ted with head injuries. Christo- Kalamazoo; two sisters-in-law, Tom Lokker, Jeff Nash, John
Matthew
C.
Murphy
search program, will also make dorn, Mrs. Edward Helbing,
and Mrs. Dick Wiersma of Mil- Van Vuren, Garry Visscher Co. Pt. NWV* 31-5-15 City of
winners committed only nine
him a better teacher.
Mrs. Richard Johnson, Mrs. pher and two other children,
Succumbs at Age 70
fouls.
Anne, 6, and George, 5, were waukee, Wis.; several nieces and Scott Woltman; also Mary Holland
For over 100 years advanced Phillip Ragains, Mrs. Douglas
Frederick J. Vande Vusse and
De Kok and Gretchen De Kok.
Hope took the rebounding,
released
after
treatment
for and nephews.
GRAND HAVEN - Matthew 63-46, including the defensive
training in the sciences has Neckers, Mrs. Thomas Carey.
bruises. Mrs. Minnie Bricker,
Carl Murphy. 70, of 411 Howard
taken the form of an apprentice- After the show many of the
boards, 35-22. Anker had 12 re55, also of Grand Rapids, was
St., Grand Haven, died Friday
ship of a student with a master; children examined the puppets.
bounds and Potter had 11. Both
treated for bruises. Kayser who
a research apprenticeshipin Junior Welfare League will
at Hackley Hospital, Muskegon.
had six defensive. Van Wieren
was riding alone was not inwhich both ask questionsand not meet this week due to the
He was a member of the had 10 and Klein got three latejured.
seek answers. It was much Literary Club program TuesAmerican Legion and served as
game defensive rebounds.
later that the value of research day afternoon.
its commander in 1948. He was
Hope (82)
Winners Are Announced
was recognized in science edua veteran of World War I and
FG FT PF TP
cation in the undergraduate curserved in the Army.
For Duplicate Bridge
Father of Local Woman
0 22
Van Wieren, f .. 11
riculum. One of the early examSurvivingare the wife, the Potter, f ....... . 5
4 13
Dies
in
Vancouver
ples of this recognition was at
Leading the field in the speformer Rosselyn Rice; four Anker, c ........ . 2
3 10
Hope College where Dr. Gerrit
daughters, Mrs. Curtis Gould of Brady,
0 18
...... . 6
VANCOUVER, B. C. Canada cial event of the Friday DupliVan Zyl included undergraduate
cate Bridge Club were the
Fenton, Mrs. Frank Gendron of Rypma, g ..... 5
0 10
—
Funeral services will be held
research as an important part
teams of Mrs. Arthur Wyman,
New Cumberland,PaM Mrs. C.B. Klein,
2
......
4
here Tuesday for Harold G.
of the education of many future
Mrs. Henry Godshalk, and Mr*.
AinswworthJr. of Grand Rapids Beltman, g ..... . 1
0
5
Brown, 70, father of Mrs. Royal
chemists.We are carryingon
Smith and Mr*.
and Mrs. James Barrett of RenTotals ....... 32 18 9 82
Kemper of Holland, Mich., who
this tradition.
ton. Wash.; a son, James, of
Adrian (73)
died unexpectedlyof a heart James Ward.
Last year, the National attack Friday.
Grand Haven; a sister, / Mrs.
Coming in second, northFG FT PF TP
Science Foundationawarded the
Jettis Gorham of Muskegon; Garrett, f ...... . 7
1
14
Mrs. Kemper, wife of the south, were Mrs. William MurChemistry Department a $10,- minister of Christ Memorial doch-Mrs. George Herringa and
three brothers, A.C. Murphy of Stevens, f ...... . 4
4
9
500 grant to set up an UnderGrand Rapids, Donald of Martini,c ...... . 3
3
Church at Holland, left Holland tying for second, east-west,
.10
graduate Research Participa- Saturday to fly to Vancouver were the teams of Mr*. William
Fremont and Joseph of Muske- Ingham, g ..... . 1
3 '2
tion Program. In this program
gon; 18 grandchildren.
Lokker,
Mrs.
Evelyn
Manting
Stille, g ....... 12
4 84
and expect* to return home Satwe now have five outstanding urday.
and Miss KatherinePost- Mr*.
Gunthorp, g ....
3
0
students working on research
Warbish, f .... . 3
2
8
The deceased,a retired em Edward Glerum.
Sandra Kay Vormittag
projects. They work part-time
Rowbotham, c .. .. 2
Third place winners, north1
ploye of the Canadian National
6
Succumbs at Age 16
during the school year and full* 32
Totals
9 21 73
Railroad, is survived by the south, were Mr*. Phillip Haantime during the summer months.
wife, the daughter in Holland Mrs. Gerald De Vries.
CARO — Sandra Kay VormitEach student receives a stipend
and two younger sons in VanSessions are held each Friday
tag, 16, died Sunday at the Caro Marriage Licenses
of $1,000 during the year so that
couver. The family lived for at 1 p.m. at the Wooden Shoe
State Hospital near Bay City
Sam Door Pierce, 18, and Judy
he does not need ether part-time
several years in Edmonton, Conference room. Viiitora are
where she had been a patient Jane Jentink* 17, CooperaviUe;
employment during this time. Alberta.
always welcome.
for 12 years. Se was born in Jon Adrian Klein, 25, and Unda
Each of these junior and senior
inds, has 12 brass ornaments and a handpound;
OLD BIBLE PHE8ENTEl>—The Rev. William
Grand Haven.
l*a Ter Haar, 84, Holland;
students works with • different
mode clasp The 1MO pages are ornately
Hillegonda, Hope Collegepartor center < accepts
Surviving are the father, Archer Raymond Seaman UL
faculty member on a different a* part ot his undergraduata Car Hits Parked Auto
decorated on ribbed paper. Left to right are
an old Holland Bible printedin 1868 from MUsei
Frank Vormittag of Grand 21, Holland,and Grace Utiian
A car driven by Elene Torres,
research project. Many chemls- education
Mrs. William McCann and Mr. McCann who
Kate and Anna Bierema of Muskegon, shown
Haven; her mother, Mrs Bruce Enastrom, 19, Wheaton, HI.;
It should be emphasised that 81, of 22 Mi East 16th St. struck
try majors also carry out senior
brought the Bierema sisters here for the preat right. The Dutch Bible which was punted
De Haven of Benton Harbor; Julian D. Srait, 88, “
research projects durinji the research is only one part of the a parked car owned by Charles
sentation
and
their
granddaughter,
Patricia
In Dordrecht, the Netherlands,containsOld and
the grandparent*, Mr. and Mrs ami Roaaiyn Rot
icademic ye»r u part ot their education which future icieotisti R. Bradford,88, of New RichHartsma. a freshman at Hope. Rev llillt|onds
Now Testaments, the hidden books of the Mats
Jake Vormittagof Spring Lake land; Frank J.
regular program We would like encounter here; but it ia an im- mond in front of 264 East Eighth
and Anna and Kate Bierema. The Bible is now
cabana, the Apochraphaibooks, 315 woodcut
ami Mri. John Van Herwymm II, and Beverly
to givo every student the chance portant part to both teacher and St. at 1:01 a m Sunday, accordon display in Van &wivn Library
engravingsand several maps. U weighs 81
land.
of
Grand Haven.
(Holland
Photography
photo)
lag
o
Holland
pellet.
to carry out a research projact itudaot.
George Kien, 128 West 31st
St., addition to house, $2,000;
Brad Witteveen, contractor.

On Saturday afternoon the

tions.

girls of the fourth

grade

W. Beckman
Dies at

88

at

Plaggemars said that a recapitalizationof Holland Furnace and relatives are invited from
has been agreed upon with cer- 3 to 8 p m.
tain of Holland’s major crediMr Crane is a well known
tors, whereby they would ex- area horticulturalist who is still
change their notes for preferred actively engaged in fruit growstock of Holland.
ing on the family homestead
The recapitalizationis subject which has been in the family for
to stockholder approval.Plag- 79 years.
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AA Victory
-

OLIVET
Hope College’s
basketball team turned in some
fine free throw shooting here
Wednesday night and avenged
its lone MIAA loss this season
with a 64-59 win over Olivet before 400 fans in McKay gym.

Alma

Miss Idamae L. Hancock

and

son of

second half.

Mr

and Mrs.

I

to

Hope's

planned

i

in field goals

23

Wednesday.

MIAA Standings

Mr. and Mrs. Robert

W

...

i Eilander

L

Calvin ....................
9

1

dramatic production of the year,

“The Diary of Anne Frank,"

from Denver ChristianRe- and Gail Jager
formed Church have been acThe show, under the direction
cepted. The membership pa- of B J. Berghorst,begins at
pers of Dennis Wiggers have 8:15 p.m. Thursday and will be
been transferred
ed to the James- repeated Friday and Saturday
town Reformed Church.
in the West Ottawa cafetorium.
A birthday party was held at
the home of Mrs. Bert Walcott
Ganges Resident Dies
in honor of Mrs. Henry J.. Van
vs
Dam. Guests included a group In Holland Hospital
of neighborwomen.
The Rev. and Mrs Harvey William G. Sargent, 88. died
Kiekover who reside in Nigeria Wednesday night in Holland

in the first game, Olivet scored

27

Ottawa

GRAND RAPIDS - Six men At West
from the Grand Valley Boy
Scout Council were honored The stage crew for West
Monday night as recipients of Ottawa High School’s second
Silver Beaver awards at the

Drenthe

Jack

MLss Hancock is a senior at
ButterworthHospital School of
Nursing in Grand Rapids and
her fiance, a graduateof Hope
College, is teaching in Fremont.
A September wedding is being

(59 per cent)

and Wednesday's performance
was 77 per cent. Clare Van
Wieren made eight of 10. Roy

Where Hope led

For Production

Silver Beaver

crew include Lynda De Free,
Wendy Schiebach, Joyce Prince
and Barb Huizenga. Also asThe church membershippa- sisting on the crew are Sue
pers of Mrs. Janice Nyenhuis Kievit, Jim Oonk, Kris Hoving

Shepard of Zeeland

Flying Dutchmen are

sixth in free throw shooting sta-

Anker, three of three, and Floyd
Brady, six of nine Gary Rypma
made the other point

Complete Set

Receive

night Thursday.
Scout leaders. Recipients were
Under the supervision of Miss
announced by Lawrence F. Cal- Nancy Norling, the crew memahan.
bers are making a three room
Glenn Eaton of Grand Rap- set which depicts the attic of
ids and Donald Wilson of Spring the warehouse in Amsterdam
Lake were honored along with where the Frank family and
Carl Stuenkel of Allegan. Also their guests stayed until they
honored were Charles Briggs, were found by the gestapo and
Jr., of Wyoming and Milton L. taken away to concentration
Briggs, Sr., and Robert Kla- camps.
wieter of Grand Rapids.
Working on the crew are Ron
James Townsend of Holland Strabbing, Arlon Slagh, Kathy
is one of the vice presidents Johnson and Dave Bjorum.
of the Grand Valley Council.
Other members ot the stage

Satur-

23, six of seven in the first half

MIAA

Men

by the local Council to Boy

Mr. and Mrs. William Hancock
of Grand Rapids announce the
engagementof their daughter,
Idamae L, to Ralph G. Shepard,

tistics in the

'

The Silver Beaver is the high- is placing finishing touches on
est award that can be presented the set for the show’s opening

In the first game, Hope lost
the contest at the free throw
line where they made 13 of 30.
But Wednesday it was a different story as they sank 18 of

The

%

Civic Auditorium'.

day.

12 of lii in the

"

Council's annual dinner in the

The Comets upset Hope 91-87
in Holland Jan. 5 and were fired
up again for another possible
defeat. But the Flying Dutchmen too, were determined to
avenge the setback
The victorywas Hope's eighth
in nine MIAA games Calvin
leads with a 9-1 record. Hope,
12-7 overall,hosts

'

6

Married in Florida

Score Eighth
Ml

.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1966

Engaged ~~

Home Ceremony

V

(]o«ra photo)

announce the birth of a son,
Michael Todd, born Feb 10
John Ver Hulst who has been
Mrs. William Lawrence Sandahl
a patient at Zeeland Hospital
The marriage of Miss Mary cade bouquet of rosebuds cen- for about a week returned to
Michael Garrigan of Clearwa- tered with a white orchid
the home of Mr and Mrs. Joe
ter, Fla., and Capt William
The bridal attendantswore Morren.
Lawrence Sandahl of Tampa, floor-length princess style
Mr and Mrs. Albert Brinks
Fla., former Holland resident, gowns of cranberry crystalpeau
and Mrs. Josie De Kleine spent
took place Jan. 29 in St. Cecil- de soie with empire waists and
Sunday evening with Mr, and
ia's Catholic Church in Tampa bell sleeves.
Mrs. Ben Jacobsen and family.
with the Rev. John O’Flaherty
Followinga reception at the
Mrs. John Schra who has
officiating at the double ring
officers club at MacDill Air been a patient at Sunshine Hos-

and Mrs. | For her daughters wedding,
Arthur J. Lemmen of East Mrs- Lemmon wore a light blue
Saugatuck was decorated with ^r<)Ca(|e(,re-ss w'll1 blade acThe home of Mr.

Hope .....................
8 1
Olivet ....................
5 5
Albion
Kalamazoo ................3 g candelabra, palms and bouquets wore

as black accessories Each wore a
marriage corsage of white carnations and

Adrian

of red and white carnations

Alma

the

backgroundfor

(he

a blue crepe dress with

of their daughter, Arlene Shirley ; pink sweetheart roses,
23 of 71 for 33 per and Robert Len Eilander,
A reception for 70 guests was
cent on halves of 11 of 39 and of Mr. and Mrs Len Eilander held in the Garden Room of
12 of 32. Olivet had 27 of 68 for of 399 Riley St., on Jan. 21. The Jack's Restaurant with Mr and
39 per cent, including 14 of 34 Rev. Arnold Weaver officiated Mrs Arnold Van Dussen as
in the second half
master and mistress of cereat the double ring ceremony

son

Hope had

Hospital.

He was

a ‘life resi-

dent of Ganges township.His
wife, Huldah, died in 1951.
Surviving are four daughters,

Mrs. Milton Larsen, Mrs. Clifton Batey, Mrs. Roy Van Dragt
and Mrs. Herbert Whitoff of
Wayland; three sons, Charles
and Kenneth of Fennville and
Carroll at home; 17 grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Harry Broe
of Fennville.

Graveside Rites Held
Force Base the couple left on pital in Grand Rapids for nine
a wedding trip to Puerto Rico months returned to her home For Bleeker Infant Son
and the Virgin isiauua
Islands after
miei last Friday.
Steven Ross Bleeker. infant
which they will make their home
son of Mr. and Mrs Verl Bleek
jn Tampa’.
Police Cite Driver
er of 1811 Paw Paw Dr., was
The groom, a graduate of HolJudith A. Essenburg, 18, of dead at birth at Holland Hospi.
years and High Schoo attended Hope 286 Garfield Ave., was cited by tal late Sunday afternoon.
Surviving besides the parents
pomt performances from Van she carried a bridal bouquet of coat and black accessories.She Asperen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Attending the couple were n
stalloned al Mac* Holland police for making an
improper turn from the wrong are one sister. Tammy Rae,
Wieren and Brady and 6’7" cen- white carnatioas and red roses,
.......... ..... " "" ..... "°n? 8 COrSage red Carna* Atfhur Van A*sPeren. 0{ Hudson- 1 ^Sanford B. Liss of Tampa.
attended
Hall lane after the car she was drivBridal attendantRuth John- lions
ter Roy Anker scored 19, 17 in
the maternalgrandparents, Mr.
ville, is announced by her par- sister of the bride, as
'J
liie first half
son wore a red velvet dress with The couple will reside at 412 enb. Mr and Mrs Oswin Engel- s! honor. Mrs William L Hoo^ £Uege m Gree^g, Pa. and ing and a car driven by James and Mrs. Louis Brummels of
K Dressel, 22, of 89 West 21st Baldwin, Wis.; the paternal
It was Anker's best showing matching headpiece and carried West Lakewood Blvd.
brecht ol Evanston,
er of St. Petersburg, and
r„n!5[ , a cl
St, collided on Michigan Ave grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
this season As Olivet tried to a bouquet of red and white car- The bride is employed at
Miss Engelbrechtis a grad- Ann Garrigan of Clearwateras iiH .
d'
at 20th St. at 7:55 a m. Wed- William Bleeker of Watertown,
Fleetwood Furniture
in
tie up Van Wieren and Brad
idy,
uate of Lockyear’s Business bridesmaids.Maggie A Liss of 1?. rinivpflftv f
nesday.
Donald Gibbie served as best Zeeland and the groom at Hol- College, Evansville, and is pre- 1 Tampa, flower girl; (Jordon J.
SD
Anker got free and hit eig
ight
of South Florida
land Hitch Co
baskets in 13 tries. Rypma also
sently employed as secretary to Cousins, ring bearer; Capt. Wildid a good job of seeing Anker
the administrative sales mana- Ham
Brackett of Tampa
and fired the ball to the big
AT
ger of W.
Kimball Co. in -best man; Lt. Douglas Conwsy
senior All of Anker's baskets
Jasper. Ind Van Asperen, a of St. Petersburg and Lt. John
were in the first half
A „
,
.. Holland Christian High grad- H. Harringtonof Tampa, ushAdmitted to Holland Hospitaluale was former assi'tan, ers.
Anker grabbed 12 of Hope's
44 rebounds.Van Wieren had
Wednesday were Rhonda Wait, manager of Domestic Finance The bride, given in marriage
eight and Brady, seven. Olivet
6342 Balsam Dr., Hudsonville; in Holland before his transfer by her father, wore a gown of
got 33 rebounds. Anker fouled
La.st Friday Mrs. Justin Jur- Benjamin Eding, route 1, Ham- to Indiana as manager of a imported embroideredSwiss
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Miss Sheri Lynn Reno

20 59

route 1, Holland, announce

boys and two girls were

son,

Shawn Michael, was

born Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs.
William Elzinga. 1531 J, Spartan Village,East Lansing, and
a son Daniel Jamea, born Saturday to Mr and Mrs. James
Keek, 310 East 32nd St.
A daughter, Uura Jean, wai
born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Hoger Snow, 21 West 16th St.;
• daughter, Albiha Marie, born
to Mr. and Mr*. Bruce
Arens, 601) West 23rd

St.
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